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- WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
POSSESSION HE
BY

EDWIN

F. NASON.

»

of

quest? |
* Are there no hights that, once attained, full
Their radiant promise, and content the soul
~ That longs to see the dim horizons roll
To distance ‘measureless, remote from ill?
Are there no islands girt by sunlit seas,
No summer-lands of music and of song,
Where souls shall joy to dwell, nor tales of
wrong
Shall enter there to mar their restful ease?
Must the great gods forever jeer-and

mock?

Are there no giants wid of yore made

ar?
Are Titans but a myth?
Is there no law,
Save that which rules the wave and earthquake’ 8 shock?
.
Is life then but a shuttle without rest,
A weary darting through a ceaseless loom?
heaven

becsuse

too as assemblies of believers are churches,’

years, as a living, fruitful

but with other doors.
And inasmuch as the word door in this

ted by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
And what, in that time, with no such visi-

connection is only figurative and of mod-

tation of divine power, would

ern use, and vever thus used

in the Bible,

why

and say that

the multitude now growing and living in
impenitence ? * Such a prospect is terrible to contemplate.
There seems absolutely no hope for our land or the world,
but in wide spread and powerful revivals
of religion.
~
It is in this form that religion has been

the

term,

* through faith,” «We are baptized by
one Spirit into the body of Christ” —that
we are then ** Buried with him” to show
Christ's resurrection, and ** washing from
sin” and regeneration, and then organized for work and worship in our respective
churches ?
+-0o

0

THE DEARTH OF REVIVALS.

pos-

BY

THE DOOR INTO THE CHURCH.
BY

A

good

PROF.

R. DUNN,

brother

D. D,

inquires:

*‘‘ What

relation has Christian baptism to an introduction

into

the

Christian

chureh?

May it in any sense be regarded 4s the
. door into the church?”
.The fact is, the Bible is less specific
respecting church building than is generally assumed.
It is absolutely silent
- upon many points, which are elsewhere
discussed with great confidence.
1.

There

is no biblical account

of any

church organization’;

Referfing

REV,

to

C.F.

PENNEY.

some

recent

statements

showing the small
number
added to
certain evangelical churches in a given
time, I asked myself if such things could
be true of Free

Baptist~

churches;

taking our Year Book for
over

the

statistics

of

and

1881, I looked
the

churches in

7.

there

is no statement to that effect; nor of the
methods of employment, except by divine
appointment.
8.
Baptism is not mentioned as necessary to church membership, or even in

connection with church organization, In
the opening and preaching of the kingdom,

after the gift of the Spirit baptism

was

enjoined and three thousand subjects were
baptized. "Afterward others were added

to the church.

But when and how

the

church was organized, and how the additions were made, is not stated. Whatever may be right or wrong in theory.or
practice upon these questions is a matter
of inference.
But while the Bible is silent upon so
many points it is specific upon others,
1. It speaks very distinctly of the
Jewish church, and specifically of its
constitution and government.
|

2.

of the

It refers very plainly to the * church
first-born”

and

declares

of all

Christians that'they are *¢ members of Hiss
body.”
3. That this charch is a
spiritual
house” characterized by moral traits and
“Christian spirit.
.
4. That the only conditions of membership are repentance, faith and
baptism by the Spirit into the body.”

5. That the members of “his general
church of Christ are to show
their

faith by their works and

live for the

edification of the
members, the promotion of the truth, the defense
of the
gospel and the salvation of men.
6. The New Testament everywhere
speaks of Christians when associated for
these purposes, whether iina single house
or in an entire city, as a church.
From what is said, and from what is
omitted, in the Scriptures, the following
propositions Abpear to be SS)petien: i

Christing cs

2

Meantime it is soberly

asserted

that

church,

hitherto maintained and

marked about this, as he laid it aside

unvis--

become

extended in

aft-

er a thoughtful perusal : ¢ There is more
weighty bullion sense in this book" than I
ever found in the same number of pages
of any uninspired writer.” To Archbishop
Usher,
who preached his funeral sermon in

of

the church where he lies now, this learned

man Selden said just before he

died:

‘IT have surveyed most of the learning that

is. among the sons of men, but I cam not
recollect any passage out of all
and papers

the

whereon

I

can

my

rest

books

my

soul,

save this from the sacred
Scriptures:
‘For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us
that, denying umgodliness and
worldly
lasts, we should live soberly, righteously,

world.
:
It was so in the former dispensation
in the days of the prophets. It was so in
the day of Pentecost, in all the priritive
triumphs of the gospel ; at the reformation and godly, in this present world, looking
and in all the best days of New England. for that blessed hope, and the glorious apAnd we may give up all hope. as to the-con- pearing of the great God and our Saviour
‘version of the notions and the coming on Jesus Christ, who gave himself for us that
he might redeem us from all iniquity, and
and: purify unto himself a peculiar people,
zealous of good works.’

of ‘the latter-day glory of the

church,

only as God shall pour out his spirit
revivals spread over the earth—converting, as the Seslptures

fay,

a

“Would it not be a profitable exercise,—

nation ina

it certainly would be an interesting one,—

day.
to gather together the parts of the Word
In view of things as they exist, what is of God which have been helpful ‘and dear
tobe done? What is to be the end of this .to.individwal Christians along the ages?
405 in‘the column
state of thlogs ing
|
fe churches?
Is there How many histories, for instance, have
making less than "no remedy? None but the Spirit of God
been poured into the Fifty-first Psalm!
to each church. drawing near to revive his work.
And
John Rogers recited it to himself all the
churches report no may we hope for this? What should pre- way down to the stake. Oecolampadius,

of 15,655, I found only

Added by baptism;”
one and a half addition
dwo hundred and siz
additions by baptism!

A statement abso-

Jlutely appalling !}

If ministers were ever hired,

it.

Maine. Of 282 churches, in 17 Quarterly
Meetings, with an aggregate membership

2... Nor of the er lteREOr orEanizaNow'what istrue. of the chazehes in
tion of any council or convention for that Maine; is'T presume true of the churches’
purpose.
in New Hampshire and the other New
3. There is no account of clerks, con-- | Beglend States, of New York and the
stitutions, by-laws or church records,"
West. For the net gain of the
1,446
even of church covenants.
churches represented in the Year Book is
4. The Bible says nothing of the visi- only 315.
ble, and invisible church.
These facts show two things concerning

5. It speaks of no door into the church
but Christ.
6. No plan of government is distinctly
given or known, except by inference.

although to my own mind, a revival does

along came an old sailor, and asked

you,

not mark the highest and best state of the more advanced believers among the ¢ Do you see that spar over yonder with a
as he believes will best secure the ends religion iin the church—for there is al- churches are fond beyond power of knot of rope around the middle of it? That
unstable ‘words to express, in their affection for brought a mother and, her baby ashore
proposed in the general church of Christ, ways something feverish and
last week from a ship-wreck.’ Now you
{and such an association or ‘‘assembly
| aabout it and it is too often followed by favorite divisions of the Scriptures. Their
looked again, of course; nay, you went
private
Bibles
would
open
of
themselves
declension
and
inactivity—still
in
the
of Christians ” is a church.
and cut a piece off from the beam to carry
3. Uniformity in the ‘conditions of present state of the church and of the im- at their favorite chapters.. There is a home. . You could never make that stick
. membership in these local. organizations. penitent world, revivals in the form in quaint story told of a pastor who went in commonplace or insignificant hereafter, if
is impossible. A man:can not be Episco- which we have been accustomed to wit- to see his old bed-ridden parishioner, and : you tried. ~The lives B saved wets into
“palian, Presbyterian and Independent at ness them, are indispensable to sustain finding in her Testament some 1narks its history.
oy
the same time, any more than he can ride the life of réligion in the church and to along the page, asked what théy could
¢¢ Just so with many passages of God’s
in a steamboat and a railroad car at the advance the cause of Christ on earth. mean. Here was a capital P: Oh! that inspired Word. They may seem all alike
same time, and yet all churches are The mass of professing Christians are too means precious,” she said. There was a to us in our dullness of indifference, until
governed more or less upon one of these imperfect, hav¥ too little settled religious letter T with the P: ¢ ‘That means {ried suddenly we discover what they have
principles, and acceptance of church polity principle, too little of the * life of God and proved,’ she continued,
done.
Then mauy a verse.springs out in‘¢ Such experience is far beyond ‘mere to a marvelous impressiveness and beauor government is the door, or condition to in the soul” to withstand the temptations of the world and hold on their. way story-telling. In the Temple Church of ty. It has brought some tired Christian
membership.
- church
shadowed aisleto the left ashore from the deep waters of trouble, or
~s4, Neither baptism nor any ° other without falling into declension and back- London, in a
him from the wreck of a shatsliding.
of
the
great
altar,
isa white marble delivered
physical act can be a door into the spirilAnd sinners are swept forward by such monument erected to the memory of oue tered hope... What did good once will do
ual, general church. But we think if the
Bible was correctly
understood
and mighty influences, in the broad road to whom John Milton called ‘the chief of the same sort of good again.”
John |
practiced, all true converts would be im- death, that no ordinary means can ‘arrest learned men reputed in England.’
Selden
was
one
of
the
most
extraordinary
mersed immediately after ¢‘Believing them in their downward course,
and
with all the heart” gud thus baptism
turf them into the path of life. As things scholars that Britain has produced. The |
would be a prerequisite; if thatis what is now are, if revivals were wholly stayed, volumes which, he poured forth in an
Benevolent Societies:
SE
intended by the ** Door.”
And in (his and no more special seasons of refreshing | endless stream were filled with’ research |
THE TREASURJES.
Of one of these—a
sense, and only in this sense, baplisni is from the presence of the Lord granted, and discrimination.
On the 25th of this month thé next quarbe like staying the show- work.on the Law of Nature and of Na-made a door, or prerequisite to organic it would
church! -membership.
ers of heaven, or like changing the tions— Hallam said, it was amono the terly remittanceto India will be due. The
greatest achievements in- erudition any sum of $2646.15 will then be needed to can“But if there are true Christians who do seasons into one long, dreary winter.
Englishman
has performed. * This most celdll. current claims on the Foreign MisWe must have revivals or the: church
not believe in immersion, or baptism at
sion Treasury.
On the 4th inst. we had
Not a excellent man comes down to ‘our times on hand for the purpose of meeting these
all, and yet are associated or organized as cannot exist as a living body.
by
his
¢
Table-Talk.”
Coleridge
once
reChristian worshippers and workers, they church could survive twenty or even ten

not omit

our churches:
First, that there have been
no revivals to increase the membership
of the churches ; and, secondly, that there
has been no gradual religious interest
during

the

year, which

in

a slow

and

steady way, has added to the membership of the churches, without any peculiar
or marked excitement. This of course is
not true of every church, because upon
some there have certainly descended the
influences of the Spirit, and souls have

been converted.

But

the

fact remains

that this dearth is over all the Evangelical
churches of the land, that wide-spread
spiritual declension exists, that the accessicns

to

the

churches, whether

by the

gradual system or revival method, is so
small, that tae Evangelical denominations
of the land are almost at a stand-still as
to numbers.
These facts, which can not be pushed
out of sight, ought to awaken

in the heart

of every Christian the earnést inquiry as
to the cause. Why this spiritual. dearth?
Why this wide spread declension over
almost #ll the churches? Why with means
and. appliances, and organization, and
knowledge as to methods, never better,
should death, and worldliness, and ‘de-

sertions, keep ‘even pace with the numbers
we areable to win to the serviceof Christ,
so that as many are lost-as gained?
The question of blameworthiness on the
part of each disciple, as a cause, ought tp
be as searching und fearfully earnest as
on another occasion; ‘When it was asked:
‘Lord, isit 1?”
This dearth upon the churches, ought to
send the:people of God like Elijah of old,
upon their knees, to plead not once, nor
twice, but Lill the whole heavens be filled

with the

cloud of

blessing,

and

the

promise be fulfilled: ‘I will pour water
upon him that is thirsty and floods upon
the dry ground, I will pour my Spirit
upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thy

offspring;

and they

as among the grass,
ale oontses
ii

shall
as

‘spring

vent? The soil is prepared. The seed
is sown, and all that is needed to cause
it to spring up and bear fruit unto eternal

the reformer, panting for his breath,
yet
persisted in saying verse after verse of it,
till he died with the words still on his lips.

life, is that it be watered by the dews and

The Lady, Jane Grey asked the headsman
to wait ‘for her a decorous moment in
which to say her Miserere ; then she bound
her eyes calmly, and laid her head on the

the showers of divine grace, the effusions
of God's Spirit.
And this -is a blessing promised in
block. So this same dear old Psalm was
answer to prayer.
And oh, should it be read at his request to Dr. Arnold of Rugby

sought with such faith and fervor and in “on his death-bed.
Thus it seems instinct
the use of such means as are necessary to with a life of its own.
)

make it consistent for God

to bestow

and he should bestow it, what

a

it,

change!

what a glorious, happy change would be
effected in the midst of the churches!
Let then all who love the Saviour and
love the souls of their fellow mien, set
their hearts upon the attainment of this

infinitely precious und most needed blessing. God holds it in his hand, is ready
to bestow

it,

and

only

waits

to

be

in-

quired of by his people to shower it down
in copious “and
abundant
measure.

4 Bring ye all the tithes into the store

‘house, that there may

be

meat

in

mine

house, and prove me now herewith, saith
the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you
the windows of heaven and pour.you

a blessing that there shall not

out

be room

enough to receive-it.”
“1 will for this be inquired of by the
house of Israel to do it for them.”

suggestions that are well
ng:
* There are two

worth repeat-

ways of

reading

the

Bible. One way is ‘to “go through At
blindly and unitelligently, in obedience
to the feeling that it is our duty to read it
daily. The other, dnd better way, is to

read it from love of it, with a heartfelt
appreciation of its truth and beauty.
In
this latter way, Bible truth becomes a
part of our being and our history.
«A friend told the writer of this article that he once saw a Bible checked like

a tourist's guide-book, the owner of which |
called his attention to two pencil-marks
in Solomon's Song, showing that he had
got so far on in reading the volume twice
through. He admitted that often he

“bers-in: all the. Shurohes- have: -been-

con"
hibited in society action and organization, verted in times
‘of revival, emphasizes ther
without which Christian
growth :and importance of these seasons of refreshing
Christiin work can not be accomplished. | aod makes the
fact of this dearth still
2. Every member of ChrissIlr stis more dreadful
to contemplate.
"For

Fwhich

quite

safe

use to make of Christian biography. Many
a volume might be read to profit just with
the purpose of ascertaining favorite passages of Scripture which have- proved
helpful under peculiar exigencies to any
believer. Oliver Cromwell once read aloud

Philippians 4: 11—13, and then remarked:
‘ There, in the day when my poor child
died, this Scripture did go nigh to save
my life” The venerable Augustine was
converted by Romans 13: 11—14. One biographer tells us thatthe poet Cowper
was brought to Christ by reading Remans
3:

24,

Matthew Henry

himself in
teen years
years ago
hearing a

51: 17.

wrote a record

of

claims,

I think it was that’ by

which

was melted ; afterwards I began to inquire

after Christy?

x

:

one

midst, of his words

of Jonathan
In the

that day the people

ually roseup from their

pews,

so

act-

awful

was the impression produced by them.
Whitetield was once preaching at Exeter,
on Psalm 51: 17, ¢ A broken and a contrite heart’

He says that after the service

a man came up to him with & pocketful

of

stones, and a big ore In his hand, dod told
him in tears: ‘Sir, I came here to hear
you this day with a view
head, but.by the grace of
broken my heart.’

to break
God you

your
have
s

leaving

a

balance=of

Can this be done?
Yes. Does any body
doubt it? On what grounds, pray? Is
there not money enough?
Are not our
able to

do it?

Surely,

no one will

claim that.
Ought it to be done?
Yes.
We are Pledged todo it.
The hire of our
laborers in India is promised. . The support of the native schools’is pledged.
We
have given our note of hand for the funds

to sustain the Bible School.
terests

to perishing

prompt

fulfillment

call

for

to rally

in

a

good

cause,

and

they

to do it.

Re-

peatedly, a frank statement
essities of the hour has been

of the necfollowed by

an enthusiastic

response

our

Foreign

Mission cause.

Let it be sonow,

in

and the

work is done.
Let the responses come
thick and fast and in copious measure.
On the first of March we shall need
$1609.20 over and above

the

the

sum

Home Mission Treasury,

now

in

to meet our

second
Quarterly
appropriation
year, and make up the deficit on
Quarter.

for the
the first

The subtraction of one-third from the
honest dues of our Home Missionaries at

the end of the

last Quarter

was a hard

thing to do. It washard engugh for those
who divided the money and sent a part
where more than the whole was needed.
t was harder still for the Home Missionies: and the interests that felt the need.
Shall we be compelled

to repeat

the

pain-

‘ful process at the close of the pr Bot
Quarter or shall we make glad the
Rts
of our faithful brethren who are building
up the waste places, by substantial assurance

that

we

have

not

forgotten

them?

Some of the hardest, -most difficult and
most valuable service rendered in the denominationis done by our

aries, and

ing

their

Home

claim upon us for

support— especially

which
second

Mission-

- the

unfail-

support

we
have
pledged
to none.
Where
is

them — is
the Home

Misston enthusiasm awiakedby the glowing appeals at
Has

the

this cold winter

Weirs

last

summer?

proved too much

for

Many a good Home Mission resoluwas formed there, under the inspiraof words that burned, and many more

Ew:
Me.; Feb.5.

Lewiston,
Bi

FERNALD:

0+

A Postscript. of Facts.

The Report of the Financial Secretary of
our benevolent causes from month to

menth is in itself a study. The letters to
the Secretary accompanying the contributions thust be that to him,

more.

and

something

He must get a large insight into’

the workings of the benevolent spirit and
us.” The fervent expressions of ifiterest:in these enterprises,
the reasons for giving to this or that ob-

tendencies among

ject, or to all three, or for giving at all,
the blessing of God imploréd upon “these:

great causes, must be as good
‘and continuous prayer and

‘meeting.

as a lively
experience:

‘

x

I have just learned a little of it by 1voluntarily essaying to relieve him. for 'a few
weeks of needed explanationsind appeals,
especially in behalf of the education

cause.

I learned first of all, that the reflection
recently cast upon the good sense of the
subscribers of the’ Star, viz., that ¢ nobody reads

its

appeals

for

TGnoy.

way

because

it

confirms

a

position

eral, nor pulpit culture in particular.

the

Can there be any doubt as to yaa we
ought to do?
Will it be done?—Believing' in God and"
in his people I can not deubt that it will
be dome.
Our people learned long ago
how

of these

and this load which bears a little heavily
just now wii move to its place.

into it

of these obligations.

have not forgotten the way

sisters—friends

I

take, that the first generation of F. B.
ministers did not oppose education in gen-

Infinite in-

souls

Brethren and

great causes—one strong pull, all together,

false and slanderous.
Upon the first ap—
peal, I received a letter containing ten
dollars for the Education Society from one
of those venerable 17 who sat together on
the platform at the Weirs last summer. It
happened to come to hand just as I was
getting ready for church to deliver my
centennial discourse.
And though it was
the fifth time of its delivery, and had received additions seach time,
making
it
‘somewhat too long, I put this item right

prior to the 25th inst. 1, sum of $1556.80.

people

tion. .It.ds with difficulty that most remain
in the schools whem the appropriations
are full. When they fall short it is next to
impossible.
:

And,

moreover, that ‘our aged ministers, the
older the surer, who have done a good
work for Christ, are generally the staunch
and reliable friends of our schools.
The
one here in question was

born

some

time

before Eld. Randall died.
Another letter containing five dollars for
the same object was received in response
to the second appeal, from one who had, I
hiss, pass done anything for the Education €nterprise. She says, ‘‘ Your appeal
|,
touched

me.”

I

trust

mot;

I

hope

the

Spirit of the Lord touched, and then there
will be regular giving to this cause; other~*
wise it will be only spasmodic.
But té-return to the

Report

itself

as

a

study, I find that of all the individual contributors to the three causes, nearly one-- half ‘are women.
I was
astonished.
IT .
turned to the Report next preceding and
found not only the same te be .true with
respect to the
Education column, but that
the amount contributed by women held
|=
“about the same ratio to the whole,

and

all

this exclusive of the receipts credited
the Woman’s Missionary Society, all
which comes from the same class.

In

regard

to

this

last

‘itero,

to
of

which

evinces an interest in the education of our
young ministry, I may

add,

that

I

have

witnessed many instances of the kind im
the case of the wives and sisters of the
students themselves.
The assistance they
have so unselfishly rendered, _the sacrifices-

made to have their husbands and brothers
thoroughly qualified for their work, hate.
greatly exalted and ennobled the Christiarelement in woman.

It

that a student, whose

was

but

children

2

recently

had

been.

sick and whe had experienced other draw-backs, spoke of fhe probable necessity of’

suspending study,-at-least-for-a-white: Hig
wife declared that rather than thus to lose
time and advantages, she would ‘Zo ont
and teach school for the means of support.
From all these things, it is pleasant to

conclude,

that the

race

of

the

with me in the gospel” women

* labored

is not

yet.
over the columns of the Star extinct!
. Under the spell of | "But I took up
my pen to say that, so far
those stirring appeals from Minnesota and
as can be judged at the present time, only

shape

I that reported them.

of texts preached
results would give
we would look them
Deuteronomy 32:
slide in due time,’

which was the text for

$686.35,

$1959.80 to be secured in less than three
weeks!
Of this.sum $403.00 can be pretty
clearly seen now, leaving
still to be raised

a diary he kept at about thir- it? of age: ‘I think it was three tion
that I began to be convinced,
tion
sermon by my father, on Psalm took

Edwards’s mest famous discourses.

foundit dull, but he continued because
up he knew iu was his duty. He was doing

met

be a fresh and

paren
A

willows by the | his, task of persistent perusal with not ‘the
least, Possibleinterest in the chapters cover

wor tah

‘“ Here would

.‘¢ Even this matter
| from with remarkable
TEXTS WITH A HISTORY.
the verses interest, if
The following article from the Sunday up. As, for example,
School Times has many sentiments and 35, ¢ Their foot*shall
eee

6,

Ee

organizations

Is it u Tight that breaks beyond the tomb?

Will heaven be less than
. sessed?

SNOw

Denonmamatiomal.

Why is it true that all the golden fruit,
We deemed so fair when shining on the
tree,
Turneth to ashes and to mockery
When we have plucked it from the parent
:
shoot ?
Is it, indeed, that owuing is not blest,
And only seeking bears the golden meed?
Is theré no joy save in the eager greed,
The - wildering doubt, the
mad despair

exert his . social power and

»| influence in the use_of such

NEWSPAPER,

RELIGIOUS

A WEEKLY
i

STAR, DOVER, N. H., FEBRUARY 9, 188I.

THE MORNING

Iowa and Michigan, ffom Cairo and
per’s Ferry, as well as from desolate

Harfields

about one-half of the funds needed

for

the

next apportionment have been contributed
and only five weeks remain for raising the
rest. Shall it be done?—y. r.

in the East, the: Home Mission Board
made increased appropriations, with the
deep conviction that the time bad fully
+o
come for a general rally in our Home Mis-’
Are the Fi igures Reliable?
sion cause.
The demand for such increas- |
The following note will explain itself:
ed outlay of work: was beyond question,
“ While reading brother Ricker's article I
and it was urgent. The question for us all { { asked myself
whether the Register fully repto help answer now is whether those ap- resents our condition? About
25 persons were
propriations shall be promptly honored or. last yearreceived into the Biddeford church;
not.

mostly by baptism;

One reason why the Treasury is $0 nearly empty

so late in the present

Quarter,

Is

the fact that in order to serve an impor-tant interest from the foreclosure of a
mortgage and the loss of a good house of
worship, the whole appropriation

interest

month

had

of

to

be

January.

paid

at

for that.

once jn

Nothihg

short

the

of

and

on

reference

to the

Register 1 find not a single addition mentioned. The returns ‘being made up for the
June session of
the statistics to
churches differ
Book.”
If so,
consider ation.

the Q. M., it was too’ early for
be sent in. I wonder if other
in like manner, from the “Year
the matter is one deserving

Truly yours,
“Js J. HALL.
Doubtless such omissions occur in’ the

‘“ But possibly the best exercise of all, prompt and generous action on the part
reports of other wif
which would
both for the sake of awaking our .interest of all our churches and people can save us
affect the ‘statistics fa
that’ year only.
in particiffar passages, and of gathering a from a humiliating Home Mission deficien.Taking ten ‘years
Zether, ‘the aggrelist of “effective . verses- for actual use, cy on the first of March.
gates.ure more likely to include the total
The next disbursement of the Educa
would be that of setting down in a written
it isis a- matter.’ that
record all texts which we have found to ‘tion Society to our Theological students. of additions. ' B
accomplish. permanent good, and do real must be made about the mifidle of March. church clerks oughtto be careful about.
gervice for souls. For men .and women
The dependence of the Treasury . for this
: REGISTERS. We have an® seiple supply
are very nearly alike, and. what has helped object is’ now practically: limited to :the

one. willbe likeliest to » help-another

0 installments: on the. subs: eriplion. notes,
nd contributions from. the

ehyr

ontly with no-sense. ofJf the conneetion beus have béen sm by the” “Seushiore, per “large number of installments now due, and Hnutionut work Ser be vie a
tween (ruth fod life. This may bean ex { haps, andehave nosicett: the-great mass of liberal contributions must come - in, within ally understood, and a copy placed in
“treme case ; at any rate, ‘most Christians | what seems mere Tabbish cast up on the [the next six weeks, or embarrassment every family. Twelve cents will buy the
‘who feel listloss while studying the Word shore. It was all. nothing to you, this and discouragement must came to many a book and pay the postage, or’ ten cents
of Gug ure not quité’so frank iina conlensing "heap of refuse remnants of ships. - But student on account of a short Bppropeiac por copy by the flozen, on

Fy
aly

:

Ay
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comuton person. ' Many aman has Fad

8. Department,

it peculiarly hard to

serve~God

in such

He

THE PREACHING OF JESUS.
DAILY
M.
.. TM
WwW.
TT.
F.
S.
. 8S.

The preaching of Jesus. Luke 4: 14—21.
Beginning to preach. Matt.
4: 12—1%
Preaching in Galilee. Mark 6: 1-16.
L)
Jesus anointed. Acts 10: 34—43,
Jesus rejected. Luke 4:22—32,
Jesus preaches to the poor. Luke6: 1731.
Jesus preaches to the lost. Luke 15: I-10.

to

S————

Luke 4: 14-21,
a

‘Notes and Hints.

While. John was preaching near the
~ Jordar, Jesus came to him to be baptized,
which, after some hesitation, he consented
to do.
Soon after Jesus was led by the Spirit
into the wilderness, where he was greatly
tempted by the devil. John was castinto
prison by Herod, and Jesus began his
public work, calling his first disciples,

performing his first miracle, instructing.
Nicodemus and the

woman

of Samaria,

and doing other important works.
It is Fctisved by many that

Jesus

was

twice rejected by the people of Nazareth,
and that the rejection spoken “of by
Matthew (chap. 13: 54—58) took place
later in his ministry. The reasons for
this opinion are clearly stated in Dr.

Schaft’s “‘ Popular Commentary.”
14. Relurned. From Judea and the
wilderness where he had been tried by
the .- vere temptations of . the devil and
had gained a complete victory by using
skillfully ©« the sword of the Spirit, which
is the word of God.” . Power of the Spirit.
Clothed with increased spiritual power,
resulting from the descent of the Holy
Spirit at the time of his baptism, and his
resistance of the temptations of the devil.
*¢ Not through the power of the * Spirit,
but full of the Holy Ghost.”—Cook. *¢ The
power of Christ is represented in the New
Testament as derived from the indwelling of the Father or the Spirit (John 14:

9,10; 17:

2—22); mo

clear distinction

between the persons of the Godhead being
_.. maintained.”— Abbott.
Fame. Report of
his words and works.
:
15. Synagogues. Places of worship.
These might be built wherever
there
were ten men able to

properly eare

for

services.
They were used for social
religious worship and teaching the law.
Jesus always honored the public means
of grace, and the services of God’s house.
Glorified. Honored and praised.
16. He came. During his first preaching four in ‘Galilee. Nazareth. He was
now among those who had known him in
- boyhood; from his example we may
_ learn to carry the gospel first to those we
love most. Brought up. He had lived
there more than
had been away

twenty-eight years, but
a few months, during

which time a great ehange had taken place
* in him and his relations to those about
him. * His custom. He had probaby been
in the habit of reading and explaining the
. Scriptures here, as any Israelite of good
~~character was allowed to do. Stood up.
x It was the custom to stand while reading.
/147,18. Esaias. The Greek form of
+ the name Isaiah. Books-were then writ* ten upon long strips of parchment, which
- were fastened ‘at each end to

rollers, and

as the reader proceeded he unrolled from
one .and rolled up the parchment on the
«other. (Found Zhe place. He seems t6

Dave selected his text with care.

The

Spirit of the Lord. Quoted freely from Is.
gle 1,9, ‘He was called of God to preach
these truths, as every true minister is.
*‘ We can not fail to connect the opening
* gvords with the descent of the Spirit at

rd

nature of his mission, and perhaps, also,
the fulfillment of the prophecy in- himself.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS, -

"AS A SOURCE OF HARMFUL EXAGGERA- TION AND OF USEFUL ILLUSTRATION.

kind,

IS

BY JF.

them

And

we

To our-éirastonishingly
sickened

and

saddened to think what a wealth of ornament it takes to adorn. and beaytify—
nothing. "There is a’ relief, however, in
connection with performances of this
in

the

consideration

that

jf

one

must be smothered, bright and sweetscented flowers are to be preferredto
dry leaves and dust. Let us remember
Faber's remark: *‘ Arguments
are the
pillars of our discourses ; illustrations, the

I. The power of thé Spirit enables
preachers to reach the hearts of men.

READINGS.

GOLDEN TEXT:
He hath anointed me
preach the gospel’—Luke 4: 18. .

IMAGINATION |

probably give

Sunday-Schoel Lesson.--Feb. 20. an extended discotirse, showing fully the
see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

much information mpi?
prise we have found
barren of ideas.

circumstances.
21. + Began to. 4

{For Questions

;

Gini

Sort
Ay NPY

A vivid imagination and. an ardent
temperament
are very serviceable to one
II. The gospel is ¢ glad tidings” to
who
seeks
for
popularity as a public
all the sad and disconsolate, and this
ought always to be brought forward in speaker, or for admiration as a conversationalist. But as they tend to high color- staided glass.
preaching.
o-o4
&
bh on
III. Itis important to be faithful in. ing of facts, and to strong and uoqualified,
not
to
say
exaggerated,
statements
Christian duty among one's own kindred.
+; PRECIOUS PROMISES.
IV. The Old Testament is full of grade of truth, they excite the suspicion, at
BY CELIA SANFORD.
least, of intended misrepresentation ‘or
and mercy.
;
RH
L
even of downright falsehood. A young
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
The Word of God is a treasure-house
| man, say "Mr. B. by name, whose intenof wisdom, knowledge ahd comfort, a
Christ's work in Galilee.
tions were the farthest possible from fal-,
very mine of wealth to the humble seek- The Synagogue."
sification, or deception, was so given to
er after good. ¢ Of making many books
Christ in prophecy.
‘
amplifying and embellishing the facts he
there is no end,” but the Scriptures of diOur duty for the sud and unfortunate.
related, when an .extraordinary
and
vine truth excelleth them all, *¢ whereby
ee
A
a
seemingly incredible story was in circuare
n unto us exceeding great and
lation, his associates were in the habit of
GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTEprecious promises” adapted to olir every
saying, ** That's one of B's lies.” This,
MAKERS.
need.
Let the sorrowful, sin-sick soul,
lo say the least, would be very unfortu(From. the Baptist Teacher.)
whose burden of guilt and sin presses
Sensational preaching. There be many ‘nate to one who has any regard to his upon him so heavily that he scarcely
so-called ministers whose intonatioh of a reputation for truth and veracity. As an dares to hope for mercy, listen to the
regulation service is very like unto ¢‘ the illustration, we have one of the leading gracious words that were written for our
drowsy hum of bees;” and they are fllled. Washington correspondents of a: popular encouragement :
:
with a holy horror of anything that savors paper. When she attempts a delineation
Is.
1:
18.
Though
your
sins
be
as
of the characterof our public men, “good
of sensational preaching.
scarlet they shall be as white as snow;
Now, if sensational be such as pro- or bad, to which her trenchant pen is though they ‘be red like crimson ey
very much addicted, it always reminds
duces a sensation—such as makes a stir,
shall be as wool.
rouses sleeping communities, and turns us of the average Grammar ‘School girl,
Ps. 68: 13.
Though ye have Jai
the world upside down—then that is the to whom every thing and every body is
among the pots, yet shall ye be as the
either
‘awful
good,”
or
simply
**
horrid.”
only kind of preaching that deserves the
And as all such descriptions are to be wings of a dove covered with silver, and:
name of preaching; and this was the
her feathers with yellow gold.
kind that Jesus did. Men might reject taken with certain ¢ grains of allowEz. 36: 26, 27. A new heart also will
ance,”
and
the
number
of
grains
not
behim, or hate him; but he never failed to
I
give
you, and
a new spirit will I put
ing
specified,
they
become
less
reliable,
make a profound impression. He touched
within you, and -T ‘will ‘take away the
and.of course all the less valuable.
men’s consciences,
and the truths he uttered
In a country, where such exaggerations stony heart outof your flesh, and I will
came home to thehearts and lives of men.
are
common, indeed have become a char- give you a heart of flesh. And I will
No wonder, therefore, that ‘there went
put my spirit’ within you and cause you to
teristic
of the people, the inconvenience,
out a fame of him through all that region,
and even the evil springing from them walk in my statutes and ye shall keep
and he was glorified of all.”—Rev, Dr.
are greatly lessened, and perhaps may my judgments and do them.
Henson.
entirely vanish. Such is the case with
Jer. 33: 8. And I will cleanse them
* (From Peloubet’s Notes.)
certain Asiatic peoples. With them bold from all their iniquity whereby they have
The gospel for the poor. That the metaphor has become the common medisinned against me, and I will pardon all
gospel is for the poor is clearly seen in. um, as we may say, of communicating
their iniquity whereby they have sinned,
comparing the advantages of the poor in the simplest facts, and the most extravaand whereby they have
transgressed
‘Christian lands with their condition in all gant expressions’ excite no surprise as against me.
:
others. They can worship in the most _they are understood to mean much less
Is:
43:
25.
1,
even
I,
am
he
that
blotcostly building ; Bibles are so cheap that than they seem to. An American travelthe poorest can read them; free schools er, having met with an accident, occa- teth out thy transgressions for mine own
are better than the private sohistls. of.. the sioned by the stumbling of the camel up- sake and will not remember thy sins.
rich ; colleges are endowed that the poor on which he was riding, when describing | Ps. 86: 5. For thou, Lord, art good
may "be educated ; the poor can ride on the affair to his Arab companions told and ready to forgive, and plenteous in
railroads, can have daily ‘papers, can en- them he was thrown over the head of the mercy unto all them that call upon thee.
Let the fainting soul—who, through
joy musie, and libraries and art galleries, camel to the distance of some six or eight
and can have home comforts such as only rods. He apologized to his American transgression or neglect of duty finds
kings and princes could have a few readers for so palpable an exaggeration, nimself in the wanderer’s path, and who,
hundred years ago.
by saying that the habit of the Arabs of though * sore longing for his father’s
over statement was such that they would house,” ** because then it was better with
(E'rom Dr. Meredith's Notes.)
Our Lord's custom of attending public
worship. He came in, as we may suppose,
on Friday afternoon, and spent Friday
evening, the beginning of the Sabbath, at
the house of some kinsman or friend of

the family. The next morning he went forth
to the synagogue. It was not the first
time he had been there; it was ever his
custom to attend the

synagogue

service.

Let us learn from him the obligation of
habitual attendance upon the public wor-

ship of God.

Let parents learn the im-

portance of taking their children early
and regularly to the house of God, that
they may grow wp with the habit of
church going. For the church is a divine
institution, and is the ehannel through
which God ordinarily amd chiefly. works

to bring salvation to lost men.
er
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS ‘AND NOTES.

The Universalist convention lately held
in Portsmouth,

N.

H., adopted a

lation recommending the
teachers to impress upon

the children

reso-

Sunday-sehool
the minds of

the importance of cultivat« |

understand him to mean the distance of

some six or eight feet,which was near the

truth, while if he had used the term feet
instead of rods they would have supposed that he fell nearly or quite -under
_the animal’s.nose.

A returned missionary

from

Asia

nor, in describing the character and.

Mihab-

its of the people of that region, gave this
instance as an illustration of their habitual use of strong terms on ordinary occa-

sions. He stated that a man out on the
road in the morning, passing certain
neighbors of his.by thé wayside, laying

him, than now,” yet ** fearing that his in-

iquities have so separated between him
and his God that he would not be received as a son, nor yet as

a

servant’—

read:
Zech. 1:
Turn ye unto me, saith
the Lord of Soot and I wilt turn unto

you, saith the Lord of hosts.
Jer. 3: 22. Return,ye backsliding children, and 1 will heal your backslidings.
Hos. 14: 4. I will heal their backslidings, I will love them freely.

Ez. 18: 21, 22.

But if the wicked will

torn from all his sins that he hath

cominstead .mitted, and keep all my statutes, and do
¢‘ Good morning” as an that which is Jawful and right, he shall

up stones, or extracting stumps,

of bidding them
American or Englishman would do,accosts
them thus: ‘God help you lift these

surely live, he shall not die. All his
transgressions that he hath committed,

stones,” or, *‘ toroot

they shall not be mentioned unto him: in

up

those

stumps.”

No Asiatic would take this to be ® part

his righteousness that he hath

done

of the man’s -morning devotion,

shall live.
Dan. 9: 9.

God .be-

7.

e.,

a

prayer for his. neighbors. On the other
hand, he would regard it as au. ordinary
salutation -without any feeling, and possi-bly with as little sentiment even behind
ie

wthe-authors of the Scriptures - be

To the Lord our

he

long mercies and forgiveness, though we

bave rebelled against him.
1John1:

9.

If we

confess

:
our

sins,

he is faithful and just to forgive us our
sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness,

HE SAL OHANGE OF GODLINESS.

PULPIT READ ING.

BY EGBERT M. BANGS.

Cromwell

was

BY A LISTENER.

an image breaker.

Al

When our congregations are assembled

stern hater of everything that savored of on the Sabbath at the house of worship it
popery, Le rejoiced in the destruction of ‘isfor instruction from the pastor, and
all that stood between God and his .wor- some at least think very much of the
shippers. Walking ini the cathedral one Scripture lesson read, ‘especially if the
day, he paused before twelve silver im- ‘minister gives the right expression of
ages that stood in as ‘many niches, and voice and_the proper pronunciation of
asked, ‘What are those things?” ¢¢ They words and Scripture names.
are the images of the apostles,” was the
To be able to read well is a great acreply. * Break them up and coin them complishment, ‘especially for a publi
into small change, and let them go about,’ speaker:
But there is not all that atten:
doing good as their Master did,” said he. tion paidto it that ought to be. But often
very many: Christians pursue the' same from the pulpit we hear. the Scriptures
of
course that the guardians of these cathe- and hymaos mangled ' and shorn
dral images did.
They prepared mag- all their beauty and proper effect, by
nificent niches in a costly. building, and wretched reading and pronunciation.
in each niche, they placed the image of : ‘There are some ministers who pay no

an

attention to elocution or a proper pro-

offering of great value. Each was the
image of a good man.’ It represented
transcendent excellence.
But it stood

nunciation of common words, who often
make some of their hearers blush: - Such
may have a diploma from theiralma maler, but they are grossly careless.
“Consequently much good is deteacted

an apostle. in solid silver.

there idle, and each mgpment

It" was

it

gave

the

lie to the character and life of the apostle it represented.
:
Now in our inmost’ souls, we prepare
niches, and in each of them we set up
some great principle. We believe in it
intensely.
We stand up for it as a man
would stand up for his most precious
treasures, should they be assailed. - And
that is well enough as far as it goes.
Great principles are of inestimable value,
but it is a sad mistake to put ‘them away
in the niches of our heart where no one
' but ourselves ‘can

ever

seq

from, their usefulness in the pulpit, while"
careful pronunciation to elocution and the
proper attention of Scripture names and
common words, would add largely to
their pulpit eftorts and give great pleasure to their hearers.
0-8-0

I8 DYING PAINFUL?
A correspondent of the N. Y. Evening
Post having stated that, ‘as a physical
fact, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred

them, and

the act of death is suffering and agony
which only those familiar with it can understand,” a physician replies as follows:

where they stand, cold, silent and useless.
We must break them up, and melt them
down and coin them into the small change | ‘ I'beg leave, as a physician, to object
of godliness, stamping the image
of very decidedly to this statement. Since
Christ uponeach little piece, and then I began my novitiate on the battle-fields
scatter it as we go among people giving of the Sonth, I have been a frequent

it as wide a circulation as possible.

ob

It is server of the passing out of my

fellowbeings, in army and navy,in large hospitals

a good-thing to have iif the heart a niche
for a great principle ; yes, as many nich-

—civil and military—~and in private life,

es as there were apostles, and more too,if and hénce cannot help feeling that what
you please, but our great principles must I have seen must be a fair sample of the
not stand as silent and as devoid of influ- methods of dying peculiar to our race.
ence as the silver images in the cathedral’
*‘ The result of these sad observations,
did. Perhaps men thought that looking covering eighteen years, is, that the vast
upon these images would suggest the majority of persons do not find death
peculiar virtues of the men they represent- * suffering and agony.’ Many suffer
more
ed, and in some remote way perhaps they in the various ilinesses from which they
;
-did. But a silver Peter might be looked recover than most do in the
article of
upon forever without inspiring a single death, A very large proportion become
soul with Peter’s fiery ¢nergy.
A silver unconscious, and hence pass away withPaul might grace a niche for ages, and out distress to themselves; while, as reno worshipper would. eatch from it, the gards those who retain a good measure
spirit of the man who stood upon Mars of intelligence till life is extinct, I have
Hill, and who reasoned of righteousness, been greatly surprised, considering my
temperance and judgment to come, in a early religious: teaching, to discern ‘in

way that

made

Felix

man adopt the principle

tremble.

of love to

Let

God:

a them ar almost

it is good for nottiing -as longas it stands
like an image in the depths

of ‘his

thy

neighbor”

is

of apparent mental
lucidity,
disease
clouds the intellect 80 that apathy becomes the ordinary state of the dying.
Of the few deaths I have seen
onlookers might call horrible,

good reason to believe

the

a conscious.”

great principle, but we must do something more than even to deify such principles as these, if they are ever to be
of any real serviee. They must enter|
ipto and become a part of our ‘lives,

and

then they will be to us, not ornamental
figure heads, but a mint of the small
change of godliness, which we can scatter as profusely us the kings of the earth
have sometimes scattered the cow of the
realm “upon the crowds that follewed
them. Godljness in little acts of kindness, PR
sacrifices, little ed
pressions of good will, these are as pure
as the principles they flow from : the small
change will do more for us and more for
Christ than the silver images, no matter
whom they represent. A silver sixpence
may do more work for Jesus, as it goes
around the world, than a silver image of
saint, apostle or martyr, standing useless
in its niche.

indifference to

** I have always supposed that, in spite -

soul

where no one but himself can see it.
Rather let his love to God so glow and
burn within him that its fervent heat shall
melt the principle, and then let it flow
out in such little acts, as God approves.

* Thou shalt love

general

their fate.

eG

that mere
there was

patients

un-

EY

A MISTAER.
The theory that a new ¢hurck and a
popular minister will attract &utsiders,
increase the ‘membership and pay the
debt, is a dangerous delusion. The ptinciple is unirue, both in the business of
the world and the affairs of thg-ehurch. -~

People will pay with some eheerfulness
toward the success of a new enterprise,
bgt when solicited to

contribute

toward

av undertaking already so unsuccessful
2s to be embarrassed with: debt, they will
give sparingly as well as gradgingly, for
in ¢hurch affairs as In everything else,
‘ nothing succeeds like success.” If »
church, therefore, would be prosperous
and usefel it must shan everything that
looks like ehurch debt, whether great or
small.

ing a spirit of kindness toward dumb ToeSou it is natural to supp®®e that
Instead offaiding to increase the membership, a new ehurch, struggling under
animals. The resolution called forth this manner of speaking, in some of its
Let the weary and care-worn, who are
a heavy debt, or perhaps morigaged for
quite a number ‘of earnest speeches, | forms, wouldbe employed by them ‘in almost ready to sink under the pressure
COMPLETENESS OF RELIGION.
more than it woul bring under the hamrecording
inspired
truth.
And
so
we
find
in
its
advoeaey.
The
recommendation
of
burdens
which
seem
too
heuvy
for
hujs. baptism.
That
was the ‘ unction
°
BYREV. A. H. MORRELL.
mer,
invariably repels'the very class it was
is
entirely
orthodox.—National;S.
S.
it..
Fhege
writings
abound
with
the
man
shoulders,
learn
to
lean
upon
the
«irom the Holy One’ (1dehn 2: 20),
'« Whom when Paul saw be thaiked God designed to attract’ abd capture. Men
Teacher.
boldest figures of speech, and with “the arm of one who is strong to deliver and and
whieh made him the Christ, the true antook courage.”
A convention of Sunday-school and most startling hyperboles known to any mighty to save, and who has said :
The circuimstanges of our experience, who are not personally responsible for a
‘ointed of the Lord."— Ellicott.
language.
But
it
is
needful
to
remark,
|
Matt.
11:
28.
‘Come
unto
me,
all
ye
secular
teachers
bas
been
held
in
Engnot unfrequently become the._occasio
of| debt which they had not! the pleasure of
- Anointed. * Set apart. Kings and priests
were anointed when about to begin their land to see what eould be done to prevent thatin most, if not all cases, these ex- that labor and are heavy laden, and I will that which is specially noteworthy in” re- aiding to contract, are very slow voluntafrom give you rest.
gard to it. It was emphatically sc | in rily to assume it. New comers and old reswork. 2 Kings 9: 6. Gospel. Good the inéreasing use of tobacco by children. pressions are earefolly guarded
misconception,
either
by
the
nature
of
|
:
Ps.
55:
22.
Cast
thy
burden
upon
the
this case. Paul was a prisoner, and on idents, when seeking a spiritual’home, will
news.
[The poor. Those who have few of It was presided over by an eminent surhis ‘way to Rome, for final adjustment of search out thesefree from ih¢timbrance,
the comforts of this life. Broken-hesrled. geon of a Royal Eye Infirmary, who things or explanations incorresponding Lord and he shall sustain thee.
passages.
Take
for
illustration
the
1 Peter 5: 7. Casting all your care his cause ; since he had “appealed to Cre- and avoid most studiously every church
* Sorrowful, especially for their sins. - This stated that many diseases of the ‘eye
with a debt. In this way the debt saps
seemingly
harsh
expression,
against
natupon
him; for he chireth for you.
sar.”
werse gives a vivid picture of the gracious were directly caused by it. Other specialthe best interests of the church, eausing
Many of us, I fear, unlike the apoatlc,
ymission of our Saviour to all the un- ists probably could make similar declara- ‘ure and reason, as well as against the Bi- . Ps. 103: 13, 14. Like as a father pitifortunate and neglected classes of society. tions. Something in this country. also ble teaching itself, * Except a man hate eth his children, so the Lord pitieth them would have had little, with which to it to waste away because of unreplenished
his father and mether, . . . he can not. that fear him.
For he knoweth our greet those good brethren who had come life.— Rev. Sylvanus Stall, in i ad
Deliverance to the captive:
Alt captives;. should be done.— Ibid.
be my disciple.” Elsewhere it is shown frame, he remembereth that we are dust. some 65 miles to meet hin, except a "Debt.
but chiefly the captives to sin, evil habits,
The Christian Intelhigencer remarky:
Be
ARISE
4 a te ou
Ps. 50: 15. Call upon me in the day sorrowful rehearsalof wrongs before Fes
customs of society, worldliness and
ir- ‘“ A progressive age will certainly de- that hate in this passage means to love
In fighting u battle an army mustmak
religion. Whom the ‘gospel makes free velop a progressive devil. He will take less. Bat as it ‘now stands it is more of trouble: I will deliver thee: aod thou tus and Agrippa, the trials, dangers, and
shipwreck on Malta and the fearful for- a stand somewhere. To be crowded be.is free indeed. ‘‘ Jesus read what was in advantage of progress, and use it in his forcible and impressive. Indeed this shalt glorify me.Matt. 10: 30. But the very hairs of’ ‘bodings of the future at home! But as if yond a eertdin point may be fatal ; and in
.the roll, but Luke gives the general drift warfare against the good. He is doing style of utteranee in the Scriptures is/ome
of great power and effectiveness, though your head are all numbered,
:
forgetful of all such things, but touched the battle of religious and moral forces
«of the passage.”— Schaff
“| it.” Whatever the chureh may do he will
in the hands of the rash and inconsider- |’ And let all in every condition, of life with the liveliest sense of the Divine good- for the Sabbath, if the day is not to be“19. . To preach.
To proclaim as a be sure to be up to the times.
ate, it is liable to grave faults, and in con- trust in God, for ** they.that trust in him ‘ness especially in sending thosg. good eome seewlarized, and something entirely
"herald does, this being the true idea of all
The Sunday School Times says : «* There sequence to great injury.
;
shall be as Mount Zion, which can never brethren, to. meet and cheer him
“off the different with the Christian church from
preaching. The acceptable year. The time
are some yery pooy- -sehools- in very fine
In immediate connection. with the - be removed,” and ‘“ in the time of trouble ‘way, he opens his lips in grateful praise what it has been, then Christian men and
when God is willing to receive men who
buildings, .and some very fine schools in above comes in the matter of ornamenta- he shall hide them in his pavilion: in to God! First, such a spirit, on his part, women must take care in regard to il
come to him for pardon. There may be
very pyor quarters; some good sehools tion of discourse. . So far as the preach- the secret of his tabernacle shall he hide must have proved exceedingly gratifying bath tragel and the patronage of the Su
- an allusion to the Jewish year of jubilee.
in good quarters, and some poor schools ing of educated men in New England is ‘them. They shall abide under the shad- to those kind friends, who - had taken so day paper. It is impossible that a secular
20. Closed the book. Rolled it up. Minin poor quarters.” 'An army is not made concerned, there has been a great change ow of the Almighty.” For ¢ he is -their much pains to meet him. I imagine all paper filled with all sorts of interesting
aster. Not a priest, but one who had the
efficient by the quarters it ocgupies, but in this respect within a few years. Forstreng(h, a strength to the needyin their their future sacrifices for his ‘comfort, {| matter should eome into the faniily stat«care of the building , and who would put
by the general. who has it in Command.
merly, sermons were largely argumenta- distress, a refuge from the storm, a hid- were much more cheerfully made, since edly on Sunday without keeping before it
the roll in its'place. Sat down. AS was cusA minister once prayed” «0 Lord. | tive and logical. Now, the mature and ing-place from the wind, a. covert from it was clearly evident that what they had secular topics, and thus interfering serious* tomary when explaining what’ was read.
Eyes .
were fastened on him. ** An we thank thee that our forefathers fled | claims of religion are set forth by illus- the tegapest, and a shadow from the heat, already done was appreciated! Secondly, 1y with the best intentions to keep the day
indicatiofi of that peculiar power which front religions prosecution, and came to trations either for the sake of plainness ast "shadow of a great rock in a weary" this experience of Paul, is an illustrious hely, and for rest and worship, And this
“secures to the true orator the attention of to this country to enjoy it. i There is or, embellishment. A moderate measure land. He is their rock, their fortress example of the preciousness of the relig~ practice, in many cases ut least, will also
his audience before he begins to speak many a *‘ slip” that sets one sauprely of the latter is not ‘objectionable, provid- and their shield, their deliverer, their ion he had embraced ; in this particular, be found the entering ‘wedge for other
down on a truth..
LO
ed always there be something to embel- King and their God. Blessed is the man, especially: outward,circumstances, how- things that will help break down the sa:
Apompare Acts. 6: 15); — Abbott.
ever afilictive, cinid not destroy his joy erodes of the. day, making: it more and
The Rév. E. A. Dunning, sevdndy dp lish. Otherwise we have little else than that trusteth in ‘him,
:
{tha
results
of
un
exuborant-ImEpination:—
hes
)
"promises See
God,
8: g-gadden
: his heart.
Sunday*school
secret
ther phases ship ofdo‘thethe"Congre
gational Publishing | We all" have listened. {0
. ‘discourses ‘multiplied’ without-number, -but-let- the | | Thirdly, ifi the, religion -of Christ
could, bag bi ‘special observiice B81
ad attracted atlention, and given him Society, made his first address in that’| which havé filled us for the time with ad- hungry soul search the Word as for hid- do as much as that, for Paul, in his cir Day. —€0 ngrégatio nalist,
Tame,” Was abotit to preach’ his fifst ‘capacity on January9, at the Tinmanuel nliration; but when we have brought den treasures, and he will be astonished cumstances, can-it not do all that our cirs|:
cumstances render it necessary for it to * Calumny would soon starve and die of
sermon among his friends and neighbors, | Sunday-school, Boston. Highlands, Mass. them to the test of this inquiry, how to find how replete it is with every good do for us? It can!
| fiself if nobotly took it in and gave iL
much of Huth have they elicited, Yow and gracions thing.
At would haves been a trying place for a’ —8 8. Times.
Jan. 5, 1881. .
| lodging.
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contributed to all three of the societies
than did last year; The regular contrito have
"butions from the churches seem

od
le”

previous

been fully equal to those of the

0

year, but the amount received from legacies is considerably less for each ‘of the

d
5
.

$900, in the

ob
Ce
1s

what

~

b

Quarterly

of nearly

deficit

reduced, though: not

1879,

of

expenses

current

®

position now occupied, and we

ought to

at

enlarge the

only

work,

which

can

be

ie

done by increased contributions.

8,
st

department of Home Missions there is a
continually increasing demand for an extension of our work in all directions; in

~

*

th

In the

and Old Western
“Wess and among

States, in the
the freedmen

Robert

porting.—Mr.

Leeds has enlarged

white population of the South.

1e
hEG

sources of the Education Society have
been diminished by the transfer of certain funds to the colleges, for theological

The

re-

re
re

instruction, and it will be absolutely nec- essary io)
for the churches to increase their
contributions to this branch of our work,

his

Arthington

of

contribution

for

BY SENEX.

to

4

te

<
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e
s
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From an address before the Inter-Sem-

@

.

inary Missionary Convention, by Rev. A.
T. Pierson, D. D., of Detroit, we make
the
following extract: —** Suppose we

a

stop at India.

over
it 80 cursorily that they derive
little benefit, and less satisfaction.

What do we

find

there?

\

;
:
a
:
:
:

—

:

:

}

In the work in India we have an. interest.

The little band

of faithful toilers

which we have sent out forms

the

grand urmy

besieging

citadel of heathenism.

.

a part

that

of

ancient

They are few in

number and the territory under their care

is large and densely peopled. It is important that they be enabled to do their
work well, and lack for nothing really

3

York:

Baptist,”

¢ The
in

Luke

cal,

for them, and expect great things

Eph.'5:

Ta

God in their behalf, for it is God's
not ours, nor theirs.
Items.

jrem

work,

-

:

CHINA.—What China does need is the
Bible, and the teachings of Christianity.
While others are so assiduous in sending
to China shiploads of guns, let Christians
with renewed zeal send her the Bible.

7—18.

16—20;

meet
Gal.

blessed contrast between the
present
state of things and that which prevai
led

even so late us three

7
:

centuries

ago!

In

all domestic legislation, and in international law, there has been a wonderful’
advance. And this advance has” been a
Siesty Spproieh toward the: teachings
of Clini
vist,—Dr.
Manning gin
© the CongregaCONDENSED MISSIONARY NEWS.
Europe. = France.
The ‘eloquent

inflamed
Earache,
3
P | | es,

the

Board, 12 ordained

gelist~ © and

1,635"

Southern

ministers,

13

Baptist
evan-

communicants,—

Greece hus more educated men than she
can cmploy in letters or the arts,—Bul. gar,
The Marquis of Bath says, If

other

FPond’'s

Medieated

Extract

medicines

Follet Soa

better

condi.

— Pittsfield,

of

both

study

for

Expenses low.

SEMINARY.

will

Fall

commence

W000

£2. ip rr

85 rt

Jo., Ohio.

The

sexes.

W. 14th

Term

A.

of 12
7.

Full

Students
Business

or A.J. Russell,
Hamp-

A.M.,

ATES

Rio

COLLEGE

—For

further

the

Gallia

ACADEMY.

Aug. 24,1880.

Co.,

OFFER ONLY GOOD UNTIL-APRIL 1, 1881.
Address all orders to

The

fall

assistant.

able rates.

Js a sure
Coughs,

NO. 633 SMITHFIELD ST., PITTSBURG, PA.

remedy

Colds,

Whooping

dis-

Fifty

years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Consumption.y Under these cir-|

cumstances he compounded
this Elixir,

was

cured.

and lived to a good old age §

You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s yisit.
For sale everywhere.
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=

RA

Sec.
hegins

A. M., Princiself-

rimple

sens, you

.

D.

so

‘SCHOOL

school.

Three

complete

.

Send for Catalogue.

large

CINCINNATI,
Or 805 Broadway, N. Y.

SEMINARY—Northwood

SEMINARY.

mal, Classical and Scientific

MILLETT, ' Principal,
College Preparatory,

courses

both

$2.50

per

sexes.

Board,

of study

week.

Total

with
Nor-

petizer in the World. Call for them.
iD. R. VG. Mfg. Co., Prop’s,
SYRACUSE,

June 16, 1881. ' For catalogue address
1 pal.

0. N. Crittenton,

of

Scientific,

A

Students will be conveyed, free of charge, to and

from the Gopoi at Watarbury at tha, beginning
and
close of each term vn applying to ‘Rev. E. Blake,
Waterb
Center, to whom, alio, application for
board and rooms may be madé. For further pare:
tlculars address tho Principal,
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great feature of our Palace Cars is a SMOKING
SALOON where you can enjoy your * Havana”
at all hours of the day.
Ladi
Magnificent
Iron Bridges span the Missiesion} =
and Missouri rivers at all points crossed by this
line, and transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs,
Kansas City, Leavenworth, and Atchison, con- nections being made in Union Depots.
=
THE

PRINCIPAL

R.

R.

CONNECTIONS

THIS
GREAT
THROUGH
LINE
ARE
FOLLOWS :
At CHICAGO. with all diverging lines for
East'and South. ~
At ENGLEWOOD, with the L. 8. & M. 8., and
Ft. W. &C. R. Rds.
LAL WAsnizgzoN HEIGHTS, with P., C. &

OF

'AS*
;
the

Louis & Pac., and St. Ls, Keo.
At CAMERON, with H. 87. R.
R.
At ATCHISON, with Ate¢h., Topeka
& Santa Fe;
Atch, & Neb. and Cen. Br. U. P. R.
Rds.
:
| At LEAVENWORTH, with Kan. P ., and Kan.
Cent. R. Rds,
At KANSAS CITY, with all lines for'the West
and Southwest.

£4 JELLY PRESS]

4A sure cure for Wounds,
Byaeiscs,

Spraias;
Burns,

:

WARRANTED

Cuts,

Galls,ll
|

Ulcers,

]

Wind Q SATISFACTION

{Corns

§

Strain,

§\Scalds
Sores,
Galls,

Boils,

from the Telosrash

Sold by all druggists, . Price 25 and 500 per bottle

BT
oto
Horse= A Cards, Infost designs, Blue-bells, Ferns,Printing
3

«shoe, Chromo

0., Barnford, Ct.

EVERY FAMILY NE

- MANUF G.Co B=.

Rub

jit in well with the hand.

|

FORSEEDING
AND EXTRACTING
FROM ALLFRUITS ao B

pr Fistula,

and all Skin Diseases.

Jinmpton Commegcial College,
©
le
iH. Send for eirculars.
A

de®

<

‘For Man and Beast.

115 Tulten Street.

Skilled operators graduite
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FRUIT WIN

N.Y.

Telaraphy Tat!
Department, New
New IFawpion, N.
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Sleeping Cars for sleeping purposes, and Palace
re run through to PEORIA, DES MOINES,
PULLMAN
PALACE
CARS
KANSAS CITY, ATCHISON, and LEAVENWORTH.
COUNCIL BLUFFS
Tickets via this Line, known as the ** Great Rock Island Route,” are sold by
all Ticket Agents In the United States and Canada.
For information not obtainable at your home ticket office, address,
KH. ST.
JOHN.
A. KIMBALL,
Gep'l Tkt. and Pass'gr Age,
Gen’ Superintendent.
hicago, Ili

and Limbs,

“

ns

Eldon,

and

of this line warranting it), we are pleased to announce that this Company runs Pullman Palace

5

Classical,

Fairfield,

Atchison,

people prefer separate apartments for different
purposes (and the immense passenger business

TON just
for Home use!
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Washington,

Appreciating the fact that a majority of the |
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meal, as good
as is served in any first-class hotel,
forseventy-tive cents.
“
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our magniticent Dining Cars that accompany all
Through Express Trains.
You get an entire

refunded.
izing
best
ap-

for

Anniversary day,
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to]
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ot!

is the: best

ex-

penses per year, $125. Rooms for self Boarding,
$2 to $4 per term. Training department for teach.
ers free. Spring term begins Jan. 24, 1881. Sum.’
mer term begins April 11, 1881.

52t20

the World,
GuaranDryiggists to give perfaction
or
money
Try it. Our Vitals
Tonic
Ditters,—the

Parponsfleld

‘Me.
Rev. T. F.
competent assistants,

Root’s

OHIO.

he Back
i It

1

oy nll
awe

© Ch
%%%
VRAD,
2,

fh

tonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, Fddyville, Oskaloosa, Pella,
Monroe, and Des Moines;
P,,
Newton to Monroe; Des Moines to Intlianolaand
Winterset; Atlantic to‘’Lewis and Audubon; and
St.
Avaca to Harlan.
This is positively the only
Railroad, which owns, and: operates a throug
At LA SALLE. with Ill. Cent. R. RR.
:
line from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
At PEORIA. with Po Po &dy PD &ES LIL B&
Through Express Pasrenger rains, with-Pull=
Co IL Mid; and. P. & W. Rds.
man Palace Carsattachzd, are run each way daily
At ROCK ISLAND, with * Mitwaukee & Rock ~
bétween CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY, |
Island short Line,” and Rock 1sI'd & Peo. Rds.:
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCHIAt DAVENPORT, with the Davenport Division
SON. ‘T'hrough cars arealso run between MilwauC.M. & St. P. R. R,
h
kee and Kansas City, via the “Milwaukee and
At WEST LIBERTY, with the B.,, C.R.& N.R.R.
Rock Island Short Line.”
At
GRINNELL, with Central Iowa R. R.
The * Great Rock Island” is magnificently
At DES MOINES, with D. M. & F. D. R. R.
- equipped.
Its road bed is simply perfect, and its
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R. R.
track is laid with steel rails.
;
At OMAHA, with B. & Mo. R. R. R. in Neb.)
What will please you most will be the pleasure
At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with B.,C. R. & N. R.R.
of enjoying your meals. while pase over the
At OTTUMWA, with Central lowaR.R.; W.,
beautiful prairies of Illinois and Iowa, in one of

Dyspepsia, Endigestion,
And all troubles arising therefrom,

Ridge

eripS a

Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa. and Knox-

CURES

>

’

Attshut

n

Leavenworth,

ville;

"Sick Headache, Dis- 8
Eating, Acidity of the
Flatulency, Liver and
‘Complaint,
Torpid
onstipation.
Piles,

“ N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H,Mutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
bord of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretarv.
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tine,
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Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Came-

collection of beantiful songs.
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.

of

Lyndonville, Vt.

it

OF SINGING,”

English and

Address,

¥. W,

!
earCero,

o

Its main line runs from Chicago to Council
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo. Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
Liberty. Iowa City, Marengo, Brooklyn, Grinnell,
Des Moines (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlantic, and. Avoca;
with branches from Bureau
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Musca-

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,

Powell,

I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
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may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.
The old
befogged systems are too complicated to be practicable. ¢ Palmer’s Theoryof Music’ makes
it clear as the -sunlight. Price, bound cloth,
$1.00 by mail,
SINGERS, For the price of two or three les-

Expenses are

%s, 7%
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A first-class

fo

AIN
1S UNACQUALL

WHO

for

Cough, and(all Lung

with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal, Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
1 address
wishing to attend this Institution
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W.. Va.
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BROWN, A. M,, Principal, with competent as- |
sistants.
.
:
Winter Term begins Nov. 30, 1880.
Spring Term begins Mar. 8, 1881.
Fall Term Jeging August 23, 1881.
Classical.

os

a

XEN

For Catalegue address,
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution is
now

=

St.,, New York.

eases, when used in season.

FOR

For further information address.
’
AARON W.Fos88, sec ff)
Centre Strafford, N. H., Aug. 7, 1830.
°
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col
lege. The course of study extends over three
ate.
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Ohio.

address

W.H.Judkins

competent
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free when order is accompanied by full amount.

prin-

J: A. HOWE,

with

Ve-

to secure this $60.00 Machine for $20.00, you must send this
order. Machine will he sent C. O. D. when $5.60 of the
amount is sent; the amount so advanced, to be credited on C. 0. D. bill. Delivered

“BR,

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOEN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
:
TUSTIN

with Lock,
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THEOLOGICAL

information

left,
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DOA" ELIXIR!

Grande, Gallia

are

Grande,

the

-60 DOLLARS
FOR 20.

ry

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: Classical and Scientificae
=
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply, to A. A. MoULTON,

en

neered Front and Porcelain Knobs. Any work can be done on this Machine, that
is possible to do on any other Machine.

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

college year consists of four

terms of ten weeks each. ,
The
courses
of
study

seon

.

(©0.,

an

of $5, if addressed to 14

an-

Who will try this method on the lesson

handsomely Veneered Panels, Case of Two Drawers

Tor‘sale by all Druggists
and Faccy Goods Dealers.’
Orders
for
82 worth,
carr
:

and Jan.
Summer

September

COLLEGE.—Rio

years, of three terms each.

for Feb. 18?

This Machine is jnicely ornamented, has Iron Stand and Drop-Leaf Table of
Solid Walnut, (Oil, Polished, with Cast Iron Leat Supporter, Box Cover, with

<
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NEW YORK AND LONDON.

arding and board in private families at reason-

will

Iven A

Toilet Arti-

Prepared only by POND'S EXTRACT

fire,” Mal.

the different books of the Bible, and

FREE.

This cut fully represontd the Mahibe; itis very handsome. Tt is Catalogued
at §$60.00.
This
I
offer’is made to mee t'the waits of the poor, though it will be sent
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quently lift your heart to God in prayer,
“Open thou mine eyes that I may be-

necessary which money can procure. Let
us deal liberally with them,

and unexpnsive.

Sores, Ulcers,

A.

Norman

sions.”

f
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his health, from local affection, is far from

IKE SEMINARY.
Pike, Wyoming

ficient time. You will thus have subject
for contemplation through the week. Fre-

that prays well stadies well.” Ask in
¢ Your Heavenly Father
will
McLeod, that he knew of ne people as faith.
ripe for Christianity to-day as the* East give his Holy Spirit to those Who ask
him.” Whatever else you may neglect,
Indians.
Chunder Sen himself, the leader of the Brahmo Somaj, confesses that do not neglect this. Prepare a list of
there is a power that is overturning In- questions on the lesson without reference
dia, and it is not political power, it isynot to any lesson paper. Get all the ideas you
the power of civilization, but it is the can by your own effort. Then compare
power of Jesus Christ. I need not tell” your work with your printed questions if
you that in India, during the year 1878 to you have any. It will cost time and efd
1879, there was the greatest turning .to fort. But it pays well.
God that has ever been known since the | You will soon acquire a facility in the
Pentecost,—sixty thousand people,
in exercise that will make it one of your
of
Southern India, passing over, from their most pleasant and profitable hours
idolatries to identify themselves
with study. Do not become "disheartened by
You will succeed
Christian communities, within the space any apparent failure.
if you persevere. Then
arrange
the
of twelve months.
And India is the Malakoff of the modern missionary cam- Scripture references in something like
paign ; the very key of all oriental mis- the following :—For illustration takeles-

Brahminism.
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Mrs. E. S. Custer, mother of the late
distinguished cavalry general, George A.
‘Custer, is lying at the point of death, at

Others go

We find a people that have: lost faith
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Nose, or from any cause,is speedily controlled an
siopped; Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) and Inha ers ($1.00) are
aids 1a arresting internal
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ceived, except the income of invested very good idea of the lesson may be obfunds, and enable us to learn readily just tained by this alone. Still, other helps
what our churches are doing for the gen- | are desirable.
* Notes on the Internaeral interests of Christ's cause in which
we are engaged.
We hope the Report tional Lessons” are a great ai and: are
will be widely read and the statistics all that is indispensable to' a profitable
carefully studied, and that by it, we may course of study.
all be provoked unto good works.
How to use them. Read the lesson
prayerfully Sabbath evening, examining
@
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Hemorrhag
2s.; BIPiscine : fromthe

ing in liveliness, interested in all that

Baptist mission work along the Congo
River to twenty thousand. dollars.—Cairo
is now the center of the Mohammedan
faith.—Bapt. Miss. Mag.

the cities of New England and the Middle

re
AE

wife's

‘his

gent, busy man, easily approached, some-

Nile from the Delta to the first cataract.
native church in Sierra Leone has
"—The
as becowe independent and almost self-sup-

entirely

For the Foreign Work we must do
much as heretofore in order to hold the

ye
ls

stands

thing more than a man of sgienee;-abound:=

of the

terly Meetings.
A Foreign Mission

i

study

paid.

in many

nevolent Societies, is recoghized and emphasized. The Secretary urges strongly
the appointmentof an active agent to
look after these interests in all our Quar-

Y
>

the desk in his

sewing-machine—a fact suggestive of the

has been paid during the last year, and
the old debt, for which so much was
done a few yenrs ago, has been some-

appointed

Meetings to present the claims of the Be-

.

?

being good at the present time, "his constitution is thoroughly sound. Mr. Spurgeon is at present suffering from lumbaAFrRICA.—The London Missionary So- go, and has been strongly advised not to
city has established a station at Miram- over-work himself,
bo’s capital, a ‘very. important center.—
Mr. James Russell Lowell's poetry is
The Caadiff Livingstone Mission has now. thus appreciatively spoken of by an Engnine missionaries at Stanley's Pool, at the lish journal:
‘The more intensely earnhead of Livingstone Falls on the Congo, est a man is in battling against triumphant
and has sent five more; and the Congo wrong, the more helpful will he find the
Mission of the English Baptist Society is verses of the high-souled poet who is now
pushing on toward the same point to pre- minister of the United States at the Court
pare the way for the steamer given by Mr. of St. James.”
’
Arthington.—The French Basuto Mission
reports over three hundred baptisms.— ¥ Alexander Agassiz, curator of the Muof seum of Natural History at Cambridge.
Church
The United Presbyterian
Mass., is described as a bright, intellithe
along
America has stations'scattered

societies.
‘
.
The value of the services of the. agents

9
al
ud

:

JarAx.—Copies of the New Testament.
in Japanese have been placed in ‘the.
schools. of Yokohama by order of the authorities of that city.—A Presbyterian Theological Seminary has been established
in Tokio.—There are 183 missionaries of
both sexes in Japan.—Dr. Clark of the
American Board says: *¢ Thus far, unlike
missionary experience in other countries,
in Japan the gospel has reached mainly
the higher and more intelligent classes.”
It is estimated that within nine years
past more than seven hundred temples
have been turned from religious to secular uses in Japan,
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ual life, its recovery will be in no small
(Gladstone is better.
degree owing to the intellectual and deJustin McCarthy, the historian, wears i
votional influence of a small and devoted
long, full beard and has delicate features.
company of American missionaries.”
‘The Marquis of Lorne, governor-genINDIA.—~A wealthy Englishman
has
iven five thousand dollars to the Church -eral of Canada, expects to visit New York
issionary Society with the request that during the winter.
THE GREAT VEGETABLD
it be spent in Afghanistan.—There ‘are
The World's Fair Commissioners have PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
said to be indications of another famine chosen Gen. Grant permanent President,
INFLAMMATION AND HEM.
in India. One of the principal causes of and he -has accepted. This looks: like
these frequent famines is that so large .a business.
:
portion of the soil is devoted to the culture of opium.— The average yearly in- . The will of the late Joseph 'F. Armour
Neuralgia.
crease of Christian communicants ig In- of Chicago gives $100,000 to. establish a Rheumatism,
No other prepara*’on nas cured so many cases of
thickly inhabdia from 1850 to 1861 was 938;
“from mission church in the most
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laster iii valuable in these diseases, 3 omhagy,
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STILL:

The beliefor the suspicion -which has
been held in certain
years or

more,

quarters

for thirty

that President

Edwards

left a manuscript which contains a departare frow his published views on the Trin-

ity and a modification of the view of original sin, has been brought freshly to gaind
the past year by Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes referring to it'in a printed essay
and calling for its publication.
Again

»

serves such attention, nor is it as authori-

an abstract wag

1on.

—

il

Almere

4

THE DRAMA REFORMED:
Evidently the majority of men possess
to a greateror less degree the dramatic

For amuse-

natures.

in their
element

separated from evil associations. If everything that is conducive to the health of
the mind and the body is good, and if

to have printed, both for Dr.
sake, and his own sake, and

wishes

Edwards's
the

sake

of

many others who would rejoice to think
that Edwards had possibly ¢ ceased te

But it will be said that the drama,

expurgated and refined, would
ped of its attractiveness and

in

their

lost

driven

inte

the

had been tried and proved inoperative,

flames.”
/
J
+ Doubtless if Dr. Holmes had waited for
the appearance of the January Bibliotheca

it would be unjust to say that the drama

darlings

were

being

Sacra, he would not have made

this

lat-

est reference to the matter, for it seems
to be just the

manuscript,

in

substance,

could not be so reformed

without

guards against entering
and the number

into

become lax, need to be made

from his presentation of it, would seem to
be almost as easy to carry out as to propose. His plan is nota compromise in any

-able cause of

wards’s habit te write *¢ tentative” propositions—that is, to put on paper the objections to a theory, or the doctrines of
thosy who opposed him, for the purpose
of examining and correcting them—that
he was in the habit of *¢ throwing mountains into the air in order to look at them

be

communi-

ma-

divorce;

and

we

that, .in
his son,

while editing the father’s works, found
some difficulty in. distinguishing the
permanent conclusions from the temporary beliefs of the father; between the ulti‘mate judgments which he formed and his
venderings of theories which he * desired
to examine before he formed those judgments. It was a sign of the elder President's genius that he strove to put himself into the position of other men, and to
look at their doctrine from their own
point of view, In view of such reports
some readers of the Biblical Repertory
were not surprised when a reviewer stated, what is egidently false, that Edwards’s
Dissertation on the Nature of True Virt-ue ‘‘ seems to have been a sort of téntative effort,” ete. So when Dr. Bushnell;
“in 1851, called for the publication of Edwards’s ¢* a priori argument for the Trinity,” some friends of Edwards did not
deem it improbable that he left such an
argument, for

they

had

heard

that

he

TN

Prof.

as

should

|

CURRENT TOPICS.

their state. . The present age is a self

suffrage is gaining force and significance
each year. Like the effort to give her the
opportunities of higher education, it is in.

ble qualities.

THE movement in behalf of woman's

As an essayist he was per-

that

it

would

be

a

not

writer who, speaking

: OCEAN PARK.

the
the
the
lit-

Wu—

An act of incorporation

granted by the
about

twenty

Maine

legisla-

persons

met

in

last week and organized under
of Ocean. Park Association. A
Directors was cliosen,

all

Free-

at

which a large number of committees was
chosen to make a surveyof the land, designate and build the streets and avenues,
locate the public buildings and appraise
the lots, porcure plans and estimates for
a temple of worship, provide for a boarding house, ascertain who will
build
houses, and what can be done

about

de-

pots on the two roads, arrange for a gen-:

still lina letter-

of some

=

will Baptists, who- held a meeting,

eral meeting, &c.

More

than

one

hun-

dred subscribers haveeach agreed to advante the money and take $100 worth of
land, and the subscription for that pur-

devotees

defective if it could manage only the
ber side of life and not

the

One of these remarkable fellows had
vowed to lie upon a bed of upright nails

so-

paratively easy; and they have been
multiplied to a fearful extent.
. The remedyat this point seems to be
two-fold. New Testament doctrines pertaining to the subject should be more
faithfully and persistently preached. As
the result, the moral tone of the people

amusements,

the theater will win the one to the other.

three-quarters,

at

the

outside.

should

be

drama which had been read,

On

a

abbreviated and unanimously sanctioned
by the Board of Trustees. If there be in
a Shakespearean play a phrase of evil

suggestion, they would strike it out, or if
a word of double meaning, they would
substitute another. Nothing considered
unfit for the parlor—no attitude, werd or
look, that would be an offense to a man |

on

this

platform should be assembléd only

ters—would be

allowed.

And

such

men and women as would be welcome

the

home—only

such

persons

us

one

would like te have sig at one’s table

and

mities

There is an increasing demand from re-

tendency

is

to

cram

foot,

[seems

would be acceptable to

entertainment absolutely free
such features

could

from any

‘be sustained.

The

all classes..

Chancellor's

of this false

and’ Bishop

crude arguments

system,”

he

Ellicott,

among

of

up-

or three weeks,
will report and

House by your single opposition!”

After making due allowance for the impet-

uosity and thoughtlessness of youth, there still remain not a few instances in which their socalled sport has seemed to have been pure

wantonness.

We are just now told that four

years ago a school boy in Monroe county, Ind..

threw a dead rattlesnake around the neck of a

.

little girl, and it has made her permanently insane,
During all this time she has recognized

no one, but daily sits with her-slate on her lap.

marking

out

the same

figures she

had

been

given as a lesson at school on the fateful day,

occasionally crying out, * Take the snake
away.”
Could a more pathetic case be imag- .
ined? Could that boy have had proper home
training and still’ have done so barbaric a
thing as that?
The slave-tradein Africa is'by no means extinct. Dr. Livingstone near the close of his life

in favor of

the

such great and godly leaders

as

|

speech

of every

for

a

In the article on

foolish

LL

ATO
Rs ea
he
Dr. Crosby lately attempted an
movement in New York city, with
erate<irinking clause as one of its
2

nent features,

by

which .he

in

Suntipere, which

lec-

EE
excise
a modpromi-

By the
past six
ship of
crowned

blessing of God. the efforts of the
months to save the house of worthe Kittery church have
been
with success.

Yesterday—Jan. 30,

1881—for

tle

first

time since the house was built, the people
could sing God's praise without any mixture of discordant groans wrung
from
gage.
:
Last June the Home Mission Board,
on reeeiving an application
from
church for aid, ordered an investigation
its financial affairs. The result was

upthe
of
re-

ported at the Weirs in July, and an unusually large appropriation recommended
as

the only means of saving the meetinghouse from an impending foreclosure. The
Board promptly made the .appropriation,
conditional, however, upon the Kittery *
society's rallying, and, with the proffered

help, raising t1®€ mortgage

and

securing

the property free from encumbrance.
The liberality of the Home Mission
Board gave heart to the people, “and they
entered upon the work of raising funds in
- Old subscriptions

were

renewed

is nearer

the

victory

would

come

in

answer

to

is in

forward

forgave

generously

and

them a large fraction of the debt honestly
his due, and delivered the mortgage to the
grateful people. God bless him abundantly in his old age, and lead him down,
His

with

through the evening of his days

The people
own strong and tender hand.
fully appreciate the help, both of their

central

creditor and
without
church
the way
Lord to
bn
The

Mission

the Home

Board,

which it is-difficult to see how the"
But now
could have been saved.
is clear for the good work of the
Joo unhindered.
clturch is an important one.
It. is

situated five miles from

Portsmouth,

and

within sight of the birthplace of Benjamin

Randall, in a thriviik community whose

their-appearanee:—At-this seasonof-the-yenr-{ bered nearly a hundred.
The social meetwe usually receive more of such notices each ing in the evening was attended by about

the same humber, over fifty of whom

week than we can’ well tind room for in a single issue, and 0 must publish them in the

order of their reception until the pressure
relieved.

is

:

‘Rev. Dr. Leonard Bacon
the American Episcopal
quite fickle or

quite

that *¢ if every fourth

Stinchfield, Almon Libby, Eli B. Fernald
and F. W. Towne. Bro. Towne's selfsacrificing labors there have just ended,

while the shadow of the great affliction of

his life is upon him, aud* the people

for

he

has gone out from among them. May the
Comforter walk with him along the path

of sorrows.
Ane
:
Let every one whose contributions to
the Home Mission Soclety five helped it

says

triennial convention

of

to ald in securing thig happy result and. so
to fulfill the injunction, * Bear ye one an-

that denomination were required to set forth a

|

with

one mind feel that a good and faithful man

must believe that
Church is either

progressive,

were

young people, : The one thing needed now
is an able, godly pastor—a’'man who shall
be a worthy successor of such men
as

be equal to the demuuds of the time? ,

ment (thenursery of “moderate drinkers”
and its six or seven thousand partners
were no more affected by Dr. Croshy’s
nseiag

The Cause in Kittery.

ton. They will be printed from English plates,
predominant religious sentiment is Free
thus preserving the attractive i
i
and
‘Baptist. It has a substantial and attractpleasing form of the originals,
The price will J
§ ive house of worship, now free from debt.
be $4 a year each, or 81 per single copy.
:
The congregation on a recent Sabbath
Persons who huve sent us’ obituary notices
must try and bear putiently with any delay in
When the mercury was
near zero, num-

rashly de--

dion

-Benominational Hetos.

came

field, and

;
. American ‘editions of “tye Edinburgh and
Quarterly Reviews are to beg published in this
country by Houghton, Mifflii# & \Co., of Bos.

That death-deéling establish-

stroke of a mallet.

scale in the Hedgey Yemen, Nubia, Abyssinia
and at various points on the coast.
Men, woRey and children are sold as beasts of buren.”
z

Just then the principal creditor of the
“thurch, Mr. Benjamin Kennard, of Eliot,

the Star:

hard.”

fellow

: well-mneant efforts than the abutments of
the East River’ Bridge would be by the

man beings continues to be practiced on & large

‘ed, there was still a forbidding deficiency.

clared that lie would clear
New York of | “The last Thursday in this month will be obgrogshops in six months.
Referring - to served as the day of prayer for colleges in
this movement Dr. Cuyler says’:
mi#fiyof these institutions, Bates, and we think
During the very time that his society Hillsdale alz0, being among the number. For
|
were doing their utmost, 1 looked into what worthier object could a Christian pray
the doorway of a full-rigged dramshop than that our places of learning may have real
which was driving its accursed - traffic prosperity and be constantly sending forth
within a stone's throw..of Dr. Croshy's men and women whose culture and piety shall

residence.

Africa

who was left to carry out the work begun by
Colonel Gordon for the suppression of the
slave trade, is proving its active abettor, and
the inquity is encouraged by the Egyptian
Government,
* The sale and purchase of hu-

that

‘ Openings,”

not to Santipore, which
portion.

have

*“ temperance

of Central

prayer.
When the subscriptions were all in, and
the Home Mission appropriation was add-

of Feb. 2, the reference in the first line of the

second column wus to

tice: but we are not responsible for every
who sets up®

only

ful souls were praying ‘* without ceasing,”
for deliverance.
Prominent among these
was Dea. Frisbee, for many years a pillar

NOTES.

the southern portion of the mission

just named are defending.
They constitute our system of doctrine and pracfoolish

portion

and new ones secured.
The Ladies’ Social Circle took an actfve and efficient part
in the movement.
Meantime a few faith.

It is a good sign, that our contributors recognize - the fitness of .considering this subject
of revivals. It is a vital topic, and is not likely tobetoo much written about, if thereby
the churches be stirred up to newness of life,

Gospel

I

that

Known as the Soudan at from thirty to fifty
thousand yearly. It issaid that Raouf Pasha,

earnest.

A candidate for the ministry, being asked
how many sermons he had on hand, replied:
5 Not any; but I have some glorious texts.”

is

fresh statement of the consensus of doctrine

1 How Dr. €rosby-camrshim
osby cat Bisim 10°
to" be a “sin | sotnally-held atthe “date by Ate" bishopeaseef-other's butetis,” pray that the Holy.
cere frie
andnd
well wisher of his race; ‘other clergy, the Universsl-Churcti-of-Christ, | M8¥-end-8.man-Lo preach she Word
thie!
people in the love of it, and that this to- sig3

that and still tyke a position * that. will » help
multitudes of his fellowmen

to find a

far as prejudicesof race or ceed
arg con- | ready excuse for taking
the first sieps to
cerned, it is not npparent whit. objection: inevitable doom, is something that we do
could be offered by any to the teaching of not readiky comprehend.
:
r

BRIEF

pro-

de —

So

sorry for your son, but I have ng sympathy for
you. #Five “years ago L introduced into our
Legislature a ‘bill to abolish these places.
It
passed the Senate, and was defeated in the

the 10th of February, and the balance is in the church financially and spiritually,
to come in equal payments on the 10th of The good man was called away just.before
March and April.
i deliverance came, but among his last utterances was an expression of assurance
3

address—

system; but Dr. Crosby none the less
holds to and preaches faithfully that very
system. We total abstainers are ready
to stand by the solid principles which

to be a need
for some Kind of ;mor- |

al instruction to take their place,

a plan

living defenders. These.great and good
men do not endorse all the weak and ex
A correspondent who - Knows whereof he
travagant utterances of certain zealots; Speaks, writesas follows :—“I think your Engbut they do’ maintain and practice the
8 h friend
is correct as - tothe pronunciation
*¢ system” which Dr. Crosby so bitterly of the name Geikie. In London it
is uniformdenounces. Weak enthusiasts often utter ly pronounced as if it were spelled Geekeé—g

boys

out.of cothe "schools,
8%
2g os Tt gs
sr itr

the

huysen, among the dead;
and ~Joseph Cook, ‘Charles H.' Spargeon, Dr.
Richardson, Canon Farrar, Bishop Light.

who, and girls with the contents: of the books

rhea

as

him—in

and in the front rank I find Albert Barnes;
Bishop Mcllvaine, Lyman Beecher, Bishop Alonzo Potter, and Theodore Freling-

asyet has the dramatic element suppress-

should so
be gh. left.

| of the Directors in -two
when the committees:

ceeds
to comment upon it as follows:
As sopn as I could take breath, after
this philippic, I began to recall some of
the names of the most conspicuous advocates of the total-abstinence movement,

TEACHING MORALS IN SOHOOLS.

ures; whose

-

on the several lots, notice will be ‘given (them by the crushing weight of a mort-

‘I charge upon this system the growth
of drunkenness in our land and the general
demoralization
among ° religious
communities; and I call upon all sound
minded thinking men to stop the enor-

perceive in the public school system of
Boston; for instance, objectionable feat-

to introduce to. one’s: children. He believes that ‘ once such a platform is fully

and firmly built up, many a genius

ténce from

formers and philanthropists for wholesome moral instruetionin public schools,
to supplement training of that character
which is given, or to supply that which is
lacking, in the home: Leading educators

to

Soon

more information be given. In the meantime we hope to have an.official report of
the last Independent.
He is dealing the organization. The treasurer has alwith his ¢“ Calm View of the Temperance | ready issued his cgll for the payment of
arly on or before
Question,” and having :quoted this sen- the first rah.
should say, makes mince-meat of

eye to eye, they decided what ought to be
done and took measures to ask the lawmakers of their State to do it. Backed by
such moral force, the thing desired can
scarcely fail to be accomplished. Let
others do likewise.

expurgated,

seated at home with his wife and daugh-

—REv. Dr. CuyLER kindly cuts up
Chancellor Crosby—ifit were proper, we

eight denominations. sat down together
and reviewed this subject; and, seeing

his

placed

closed.

the grounds is made, anda price put

resembling leprous spots. We asked him
for one of the nails which pierced his mis-

afid few in number, have been made com-

he-concludes that neither the church nor

proposed platform

pose is now

for twenty-six years, and of these he had

“some
half ascore. As theresult, divorces ‘accomplished sixteen when we saw him.
which should be difficult to be- obtained His body was attenuated, and full of sores.

very

-

manager in Philadelphia, Pu., a leading politician accused him of ruining his son. The
presiding Judge quietly remarked:
“I am

in

|
|

and purchasers will bid for choice. It is
expected that the appraisal of lots will
erable body.
He took one from the foot vary according to location from 850, to
of the bed, refusing in every instance to- $300, more or less. There will be only
part with any of those which gave him a few lots on the ocean front, but there
the most exquisite pain. Another miser- will be 40 or more between the beach and
able devotee was holding a flower pot at
arm's length. Judge of my surprise the railroad ; next are a few acres of what
when he told me he bad held it there for is called the marsh, though most of it is
five years. Another stood with arm up- dry enough for building purposes, and
lifted, and no power to lower it. or move. the balance is a beautiful pine grove.
a muscle, the member being dried, stift
and dead, while the long finger nails, like The house of worship will be in the grove,
birds’ claws, penetrated the flesh on his and many will select their lots there. An’
inducement
will probably be offered to
“wrist.
:
Tt must be a very low order of faith all who will put up cottages the approachthat expects any profit through such tor- | ing season, in a discount on the price of
ture.
:
: lots. There is to be an adjourned meeting

- and

a

Park’s

nation

——THE practice of self-torture
gers in India, if we may credit

v

nature -of

unconsciousness is not only the sign but
the condition of healthin the individual and
in society. JIt is the sick, he says, and not
the well who are consciously aware of

of the

world,

His going
to take full possession of this

ther, here.

«to
and important

vitally

which he saw in one of the bazars, says:

not pursue this matter fur:
We proposed at most only
call. attenticn. to the interesting

dition that led him to adopt the theory that

is nothing so

know that the critical reader can find
more than one. In the face and eyes of
sense, but a most radical proposition. this fact, however, the allowable causes
Starting with the theory that Christianity on the statutes of thé several States are

on

~~

works. It was doubtless this dyspeptic con-

tle likely to move too slowly, since it in-

will

which the curriculum prescribes - and to
composed Zentative paragraphs on the
Trinity as well as on other doctrines,
It ed in his nature, will step out to thrill the endow them with only superficial accomwas said, certainly as early as 1831, prob- world with his impersonations, and that plishments, to the neglect of all efforts to
ably a half century before, that he wrote: many a giant now with wide fame in the form in them stability of character and
some sentences in regardto the Trinity, world, who all their lives havebeen toiling
not because he permanently
endorsed for the elevation of the drama, will step that moral stamina which is the safest
foundation for a useful life. An agitation
them, but because they seemed plausible
at the time, and he hoped that they might right over on this new platform,” which of this question is a part’ of the reform
© afterward suggest a more consistent theo- would draw to it millions of people who work undertaken by the wornien, and Mrs.
ry. ‘His genius,” says Dr.
Samuel now scarcely if ever go to see a drama at Matilda Fletcher is now in the Northwest
Ilopkins, * prompted him eagerly to pur- all.
pressing upon the attention of legislatures
sue truth even in her most secret recessMr. Talmage refers to attempts in the her scheme of compulsory education in all
es.”
It also prompted him to explore the
most secret recesses in order ‘to detect church to compromise this matter by giv- the moral.and..social . virtues... Her-billsome. truth lurking in-them:—At-vhe pres: ing amateur entertainments of various sorts specifies several of the articles,—industry,
ent day the ancient report would Dothaps. to gratify
the irrepressible dramatic ele- economy, punctuality, patience, self-de~ be expressed in the statement that his
ment,
and
declares that the chief differ- nial, ‘tesiperance, cleanliness, honesty,
faith in the Trinitarian doctrine remained
firm and sound, but in a few private man- ence between such ' exhibitions and the
truth, justice, politeness, fidelity, philanuscripts he made Use of a ‘working theater is, that they are not so skillful, thropy, patriotism, self-respect, perseverhypothesis” in order to see how far the and that because the 50-cent exhibition in ance, hope, cheerfulness,” courage, selftriplicity could be reconciled with the the church is not done.so well as that in
reliance, gratitude, pity, mercy, kindsimplicity of the divine nature. This
hypothesis was not a doctrine; it was un the theater, it is regarded as nearer to ness, conscience, reflection, and the will,
instrument for setting-a doctrine in new being pious. He appeals for an institu- She proposes that all public teachers
positions, and perhaps was thrown aside tion which, without any sophistry or self- shall be required to give oral instruction
a8 soon as it was thoroughly tested.
deception, Christians can patronize and in one or more of these desirable things a
Now it is not difficult to distinguish the support, and contends that an entertain- certain portion of each day, and that the
¢ tentative” statements of Edwards: from ment will not be dull because it'is good; pupils shall be required to bring in illusthose which express fiis ultimate conclu- for there is more fun in virtue than in sin. trations of each lesson the morning afier.
sions. But these tentative statements are ~The deplorable fact, which we hinted
Since the heterogeneous elements comat above, that the very “features which posing our school population have created
render the drama, as enac ted in the 'thea- a demand that religion and the Bible

erate school.”

formulated,

into, nearly all his

secular

its

policy, too, for whatever promotes
best training of children improves
quality of citizenship and so promotes
welfare of the State: The reform is

allowdo

Revoluof bril-

Worship,” and "his miscellaneous writings are all stamped by the impress of a
vigorous mind. But he was a confirmed
dyspeptic, and that malady has injected a

volves something of a social revolution,
of necessity, less corruption in the stream ;
yet the stream itself will need to receive but it is quite likely to advance materially
attention in its onward course.
The or- in the present generation.
one

“French

tion,” in which he gives a series

liant tableaux of striking scenes in’ that
great tragedy, his ‘Heroes and Herb

spect at least, in the line of good national

most

dinary reader of the New Testament

Re-

purely

preserve

There

and

* Sartor

whichhe attempts a critique

the instruction: flavor of bitterness

that

His

upon civilization, his

the holding and has been
disposal of propertyand
, the rearing of “ture, and
children under the most favorable cir- Portland
cumstances, plainly belongs to her as.a the name
matterof right. It would be, in one re- Boardof

Consequently, he declares that what is
wanted, is a reformed amusement assoand see how they wefild come down.” ciation in every town and city, which beOften he would write out objections or ing once announced, explained and illusfirst thoughts in this way, and never cor- trated, the Christian and philanthropic will be strengthened, and elevated. Then,
rect them’ afterwards. Such notes or capitalist would come forward to estab- if it is found practically impossible for
‘memoranda are believed to be the only lish. He would have its Board of Trus- the civil statute to be shaped strictly in acones on which any charge of ‘ Sabellian- tees made up of the most intelligent and cordance with the New Testament standism” or *¢ Pelagianism” could be based. most unimpeachable men and women of ard, the causes of divorce should be made
As this is an important phase of the “case the community—one-half of whom should as few as possible and divorce be made as
Believ- difficult as possible. a
we make an extract from Prof: Park’s-ar- be most pronounced Christians.
Just now the signs tt the times are ining that the reason why there are
ticle which quite fully covers it*
dicative
of good. "Ministers of the gosWhen struggling to express a certain drinking bars connected with the theaters
pel,
who
are, or ought to be, the leaders
ideahe marches straight up to it with #1! his and resorted to by the play-goers, is beforces, and seems to be trampling down his cause of the tedious length of the per- of public opinion in respect to this sublife-long belief. He will define the same formances, he would have, as one of the ject, are moving. It was only the other
term in several different ways; abandon
day that in the largest New England city,
one for another, and the second for a characteristics of his new enterprise, the except Boston, ten ministers representing
entertainment
limited
to
-one
hour
and
third, and perhaps return at length to the
first selection.
It has been said
consequence of such facts, even

sartus,” in

to vote on questions that peculiarly eoncern the home, the condition and manage”

more “re-

for a person to enter into one of the

fascinations of the modern theater, which,

been President
Ed=

become

adhered to his choice.

is good and true, however remote the consequences of an opposite course may seem to be
from him at the time being. A striking example of retributive justice has just come un“der our notice. At the trial of a theatrical

the line of natural right and in o
way haps equaled only by Macaulay.
Borain
or another is quite sure te succeed. It Scotland in 1795, he some years ago ree,
is not plain to many
minds just. moved to Chelsea, near London, and it
how the right to vote is going to free was there that he died last Saturday, hav-_ estimated that the traflic for all Africa involved . woman from many of the limitations of ing been in a failing condition during _haif a million souls’ annually, and now Col.
“Gordon puts the loss of life through this busi- which they now complain, .but the liberty thg-past few weeks.
¢
ness

sacred and binding obligations of life.
With the fountain pure, there will be,

the

have

will

him-

and he has strictly

conscious and therefore a ‘diseased’ one.
His example shows how easily a philosophy of Pessimism may be evolved from a
bad stomach.
But he exhibited admira-

»—

strictive. It ought not to be an easy
thing, or one unhedged by restrictions,

its attractiveness and failing to produce
beneficial effects for moral and Christian
people, the majority of whom deplore the
antagonism of the drama, as now present-

at hand, is to be referred to again

tc

to

_

some of the States which have gradually

losing

April number, but enough is already
known to show that there is not sufficient

-It seems

child in

+O -0-b

teriatly tessenetli= "Fhe marriage laws in

be puzzled to. find more than

as rn

it

his

that the coming men and women
be moral in their generation.

it rashly,

of divorces must

in an article aiming to show not only the
views of Edwards on the Trinity, but also
his manner of composition.
The manuscript itself, which for the present is’ not

gian had changed his views
by Dr. Holmes and others.

80 that

essential to the welfare

lic sentiment and civildaw afford the safe-

ty and to the advancement of pure religion.
*
Rev. Mr. Talmage has propounded a
scheme for providing an antidote to the

stheolo-

teach

he

understood that it is for life, and let pub- ‘ment
of public schools,

ed, to the moral welfare of the

ground to believe that the great

to devote

self to authorship,

character,

Let the ideas enter-

called for by hin, that Prof. Park refers to

in

the age of twenty-three,

sonal habits, and it is but natura} that

in order

let its sanctity be fully realized, let it be

utility. - Not

while

think of children as vipers, and of parents

as shouting hallelujahs

fruit in the former.

thus

He alone is safe who champions only what

he decided, at | statggent stand as it does?

should be systematized

opposi-

ard described, we said that ¢ very many of
“our own churches are almost as badly off as
“that.” Is it Ghristian, oh Leader, to let your

like him for the church,

would be necessary

be strip-- ‘tained of the marriage relation be exalted,

necessarily so. If applied to a large proportion of the frequenters of the theater at
the present time, this conclusion
would,
doubtless,be correct; but until such aplan

sociate of Edward Irving, and intended

as the coming citizen, and so regarded’ it

tiorrto a sentiment and practice ‘which
pursuit of that which tends to physical or
intellectual development is consistent have made decided inroads upon truth
with the principles of the Christian relig- and purity. The agitation of this subject
in the February number of. the .Norik, jon—all of which few persons will dis- in the interest of puritanic views and oldAmerican Review he refers to the alleged pute—then it does not- appear why the time morals is most “fitting, and, within
manuscript, stating that the small vol- drama, if expurgated of what is offensive : proper limitations, must produce good re:
ume ‘issued under the supervision = of to the moral and : religious sensibilities, sults:
It must Be borne in mind that the subProf. Smyth last summer was not: the and if presented by virtuous persons and
one he had in mind, but rather a * sup- without objectionable
paraphernalia, ject of divorce is Tntimately connected
The notions enpressed” manuscript which Prof. Park, of should be divorced from moral and relig- with that of marriage.
tertained
of
the
latter
are
seeds bearing
Andover; is-said to have in his posses- ious discipline.
:
:
sion, and which he [Dr. Holmes]

Meddle with a man’s religious

Not so. Referring to the slow increase of the

Congregational churches that Rev. Mr. Pack-

creed either personally or by attempts fo
influence his children, or. touch his per-

both respectable and respected, and he
ture and not the dramatic element, is a’ will generally, if not always, approve.
This may seem to be strictly a work for
question which would probably find a soand other religious in:
lution, ‘either satisfactory or otherwise, in the Sunday-school
the practical results-of some such énter- stitutions to perform. But doubtless in
prise as that proposed by the minister of this scheme reference ig had only to such
Brooklyn Tabernacle.
—
{questions.of morality as—affeet the —ehild | ;

scarcely too much cen be said

if the

and

effective,

amusement is thus

And why Christianity may control

- MARRIAGE
AND DIVOROE.
The fact that thereis an alarming increase of divorces has been already the
subject of remark in these columns.
Though the evil has been deplored, yet

and

themselves

in

country.

0-00-60

ment, and also for instruction, dramatic
exhibitions may not be out of place, provided they are chaste

basal principles of good society,

and utilize every other element of our-na-

positive and ultimate conclusions.

Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

“A TRINITARIAN

should resent it; but

tative, as the matured statements of his

PROF. R. DUNN, D. Dy,
PROF: J. A; Howg; D.D.

a general code of morals, comprising the | 1% Tue death of Thomas Carlyle refor that, meves one of the figures that have been
after all, is no more than the inculecation prominent in literary life during the last
of the highest duties of the citizen. to his half century. The early friend and as-

a
and suggest it as profitable to be ‘mass of conscientious Christians would be
studied by the many who must be inter- extremely shy of such ‘an enterprise.
ested 'in the question which it meets. Nevertheless, Mr. Talmage’s statement,
President: Edwards never paid special at- to the effect that Christianity must take
tention to the theories cohnected with the full possession of the world,and control its
doctrine of the Trinity. It was the ‘doc- maxims, its laws, its literature, its science
trine itself that he especially studied : “so and its amusements, commends itself to’
‘that his merely tentative consideration or the fondest hopes of the. believer in the
examination of theories by no means de- conquering powerof the Christian relig-

dias

stdin

oA 0

aden:

or at feast the English-speaking portion. of it,
might be greatly.edified by the proceeding.”

The Morning Star confeswes that its own

church

(Freewill Baptist) is in as poor

dition as the Rev, Mr,

Packard

a con-

describes

the

Congregationalist as heingi= Christian Leéader:
:
on.
i
ary
7
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A

nal deliverance of the church

to

the

from

the

bondage of debt maybe followed by a revival of (tod’s work and the deliverance of

all the people from the bondage of sin.
E. N. FERNALD.
Jan. 31.
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xq. 50¢ for Miss Lovett

few days with

him.

Rev. Z. J. Wheeler thankfully acknowledges
« donation from his parishioners at South Gor-

the presence of the Holy

Lyster

and

Bro.

good was done;

Wheelock

Leroy

Spirit.

Rev.

Bean,"

u

with
W.

H,

licgntiate,

The Q. M. clerk was

directed

to inform the churches that had not repkesented themselves for along time, that their names

has decided

would not be sent in for the next Register

unless they were heard from as soon as June.
(Committees had
previously
visited them
a number of times and without favorable results.)
Coaticook, a business place: of some
2200 inhabitants, is nine miles north of the

boundary of the State of Vermont, on the line
of the Grand Trunk railway, and traversed by
the Coaticook Rivef.. The church there
was organized by the Rev. A. Moulton, about
1838, first called Barnstén and Barford F., W,

Harbor,

at Carver’s

specting

preached the Word
with good success and
continued the meetings a few everings,| when

to continue in the pastorate.
in Rockland is thoroughly
church
The
Bro. Eastman enters upon the
and®d,
unite
‘third year of his pastoral work with much enwho bas
Rev. C. Purington,
~couragement.

been doing efficient work

Coaticook.
Although there was
ment in not having help from the

But there are
is to remain another year.
many sadly neglected fields within the limits
of the Montville Q. M.
is co-operating
The church at Springvale

B. church
and afterwards
the Coaticook
church.
It had frequent additions to its mem-

with the ‘pastor in earhest work, and is blessed

at the end of which time the church numbered

are Being reclaimed and
SeJan. Backsliders
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A Mother Writes:
When children begin to cough at night, I give a
dose of White’s Elixir; one or two doses always
stops the cough and the child sleeps well. Nothing is so wearing on small children as incessant
coughing during the night, as my children always
do, when they have colds, if by any means I happen to be without White’s Elixir. It might truly

<n
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REV. L. B. POTTER, LANSING, MICH. To whom
should be sent all money contributed within the

discovered.
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. HAINES,

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52u
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma; N. Y., to
whom all mission money within the bounds of he
Central Association shouldbe sent.
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(25t)

Rev. 8. I). Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free
muuion Baptist Associution, Marion, Ohio.

er than consumption.
All these troubles ean
be avoided by using-Warner’s Safe Kidney and

Friday. before the first Sunday in June. .
HEW,

:
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sion should be sent to Rufus Deering,

and diseased kidneys undermine the life quick-

* GENESEFR (Mich.) Q. M.—Held its winter
session with the church at Davison Station,
Jan. 21—23.
The interest ot this session wus
good throughout, although the heavy fall of
snow prevented as large attendance as usual.
The exercises of our Q. M. now present

G. Ww. May

:
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All money contributed for the Maine State Mis-
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Hot weather produces inaction of the Liver.
Inaction of the liver causes diseased kidneys,

;

.C. M. EMERY,

following
on2ou Ody
Massacruserts Q M.—Held its Jul ses |S‘The

.
TE
W Uns:
is thinning our ranks,
itme;Is -5tonwith the RE
:
“mantles will fall on othérs ually largep attendance, .excelletit-papers on-

. and while death
+ hoped that: their
who will fill their places in the Zion of God.”

-
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Collection - for

fifteen dollars.

man,E. P. Moulton, 8. Cole and G. H. Pink- [Liver Cure, the purest and best remedy ever
ham.

Caine
BOSTON:

Post-Office Addresses.

Business Fotuees.-

of the prayer and preaching services were
precious seasons, and earnest ascending petitions could not fail of Divine recognition,
The
saints of God were comforted, and their faith
increased,
Revs. H. KF. <¥eod and BE. P.
Moulton represented their respective Q. Ms.,
and rendered very efficient aid
in the public
services.
Good sermons were preached by
Revs. F. L. Wiley, C. E. Hurd, W. H. Yeo-

Pri
Jair for Thirteen Years.
slces 851. #57, $65. $84, $108, to
|8500 and upward. For easy payments, $6.35 a quarter and upward.

©
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North Parma, N. Y.

with West Lebanon church.
4
E. W. RICKER, Clerk.
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bath morning—good attendance. , The fellowship and union of all the churches were good.
Next session with the Dover chusch, Friday
’
delegation. A Sunday-school has been organ- | before the full moon in March.
Of
OVI
lerk..
ized under the superintendency of Bro. Fox,an |
Gork,
Groves,
JAMES
cy
efficient worker.
Also un weekly prayer-meet- 1
OWEGO
(N.
Y.)
Q
.
M.—Held
its
Jan,
session
ing has been started which is moving on with |

f

think that our sister Q. Ms. should send minis-

was buried during the last session of the

Sabbath-school.

¢

nine or ten conversions, and the church is
much encouraged, and expects to be represented at the next (. M. by letter and- full

whom

,- correspondent says the churches in the . M.
We

and

Next session

Fulton preached on Saturday evening nd Sab-,

esting preaching by Revs. A. J."Wood, S. R. “been added to the church. .....Sister Gerrard
Evens and the pastor, Rey. Wm. Walker. The
is holding
meetings with the
Lockbridge
latter protracted the meetings two weeks, re- church.
:

ure determined to live, and adds
: =

;

| No Scriba Ch for Minutes
The inclement | MY Calestia oan Tie
lively interest.
:
i with the ANAL church.
Ferry
:
Vile
,
Iowa.
| weather prevented many of the delegates from
attending, yet a fair representation was pres- | ays Celestia Dennis Pike
The revival meetings at Utica, held by Rev. ! ent, Preaching by Bros. B, Cogswell and M.
Ch Marks ProfesJ. H. Decker assisted by Rev. Ii. Tibbets, re- W. Dodge.
ae
:
sopship
ne
Next session with the Windham church, | RevG H Ball and Erie
sulted;in the conversion of 22 persons, b of

on the

sulting in reviving some in the church,
© claiming wanderers and a few conversions.

h

Rochester village church,

pearly 200 members.
He was succeeded by a
young minister from England, who was not
Bro. Blaisdell has been engaged
saved?’
the unanimous choice of the church, and who
for another year as pastor, and enters upon failing
to give satisfaction did not long remain;
We begin with‘a
the 4th year of his work in nuch hope. °
after which others were employed, who also rather extensive variety.
New Hampshire.
i
failed to hold an influence, and the house was Minister and Layman’s Conference that fills an
entire day before the regular Q. M. This feaThe revival meetings in the New Hampton
finally left vacant.
Then a close-communion
ture now attracts a larger number than ver
Baptist minister came from Montreal to preach
Not
church continued for nearly four weeks.
before, and the topics presented are quite inin the house and sutceeded in leading a large
only has the church been quickened, but 30structive.
We have a lively discussion
of
portion of the church over to that denominasome evangelical theme, after the business of
declared their desire to become Christians, Of tion, among them being the person who held
Conference has been passed upon, and in this
the deed of
the church, which he conveyed
these 19 reside in the place, and 11 are students
to the newly organized
church.
Some of discussion the laity are quiteapt to participate.
living at a distance. Of the -19, ten are chilSaturday evening is set apart to the Woman’s
the former members
of the F. B. church
age; for
dren from eight to fourteen years of
Mission.
Sabbath afternoon
was given at
these, children’s meetings are being--held-once still maintain . its identity and have ems this session to the 8. 8. Short addresses by
ployed
the
Rev.
W.
H.
Lyster
to
preach
to
a week, which are of great jinterest. Some
them once in four weeks, in a hired house: various S. 8. workers, Closing work Sabbath
give strong evidence of being Christians, and
evening, communion.
Rev. E. O. Dickinson,
The Q. M. Conference voted to ask the Home
The
all a sincere desire to become such.
Q. M., was with us a part of’
Mission Board to come to their help.
It is .of the Oakland
whale series of meetings were free from excitethe time.
Rev.N. H. Farr preached a stir
thought that if the Coaticook church could be
ament;“but the Spirit has performed by *‘ the
ring mission sermon before-the ,Woman’s
it might be the' means of saving the
still emall voice” a work of marked impor- aided
Mission
Society.
During the religious serQ. M., as all of the churches but one—that at
tance, and it is believed that other hearts will
vices three persons asked for prayers and one of
Compton—are
very weak.
Compton church
soon be reached without special meetings for
them professed te have found the blessing
of
is'strong and prosperous with a good pastor,
that purpose.
Rev. W. H. Lyster, besides whom the Q. M. Christ. Our benevolent work received aid .to
pastor of Center
Rev. L. H. Winslow,
above
$45,
though
only
about
balf
the
churchis virtually destitute of ordained ministers.
church, and ‘wife acknowledge a Rev. O. Roys is not now engaged in the Q. M.; es were heard from in the W. Missions.
Strafford
Next
session with
Goodrich
church, 3d
and Revs. A. Moulton and C. Heard are both
donation of provisions and money amounting
Friday in April.
GEO. HOWARD, Clerk.
in decline, the latter being in his 83d year.
to $41 on Jan. 15, and Christmas presents
valued at $13.
North Carolina.
WARREN & CLARK Q. M.—Held its last sesThere Is quite a revival interest in the
. The clerk of the church at Leechville, Befusion with Pleasant Grove church, Nov. 27, 28.
was elected modchurch in Bristol. Six have started in the di- fort Co , reports that the pastor, Elder J. J., Bro. B. F. Zell,of Springfield,
erator and the undersigned permanent Q. M.
' vine life and it is hoped that more will follow.
Johnson, lately baptized one candidate, and
clerk.
Beech Grove was represented by Rev.
.«..s. Rev. N. C. Lothrop acknowledges a doasks for the prayers of Christians in bebalf of
Pimlott and Bros. Terry and Elhs, Pleasant
nation of $85 from the friends in Bristol,
the church.
Grove
by
a large delegation, Springfield Ave.
which with other presents amount to $135 reet
ip
by Bro. Jen athan Kitchen and Rev. Gleason
ceived during the year.
and Silver Grove by the undersigned. Reports
Western.
The F. B. society of Pittsfield made thelr
from the churches were reasonably satisfacto~
pastor, Rev. J. C. Osgood, a surprise visit and
rv.
Preaching by Revs. Gleason, Poston and
:
Ohio.
ay
Pimlott.
On
left: presents .to ‘the value of $21.60.
Rev. J. A. Sutton and wife bave been called
Next session at Sugar Run church; opening
Sunday, Jan. 30, following the terrible gale,
sermon by Rev, B. F. Zell.
:
to pass through the deep waters of afiliction in
Rev. J. N. Rich preached at Candia, from Isa.
JEREMIAH MILLS, Clerk.
the death of little Ernest, aged three “years.
a man shall be an hiding place
32:2, * And
from the wind and a covert from the tempest.» It is hoped that they may have the sympathy
HOULTON Q. M.—Held its Jan. session with
and prayers of their numerous friends.
Quite an encouraging report comes from
the churchin Danforth. A pleasant and profitaThe
meetings
at
Broadway
resulted
in
much
ble time was enjoyed.
The
interest of the
the Loudon church.
A geod degree of. union
prevalls, members of four or five different de- good. Some five or six conversions, several session was much increased by the presence
of
Bro.
Mariner
of
Dexter.
An
effort was
reclaimed, and the church much
revived,
noniinations working together in gospel order.
made to raise funds to build the house of worseven have united with the church, and others
When Rév. C. E. Hurd, after much earnest
are expected soon......Rev. S. D. Batesis. ship at Danforth, and $1191.92 were raised by
prayer, assumed the pastorate last spring, the
collection and pledges.
Next session with
holding a meeting at Centerburg.
Considerareligious interest was very low.
Since that
the Houlton church, March) 18—20.
ble interest is manifested and some are intime, the bléssing of God bas attended the
F. H.
BECKHAM, Clerk.
uiring the way to Zion with their faces
searching and pointed preaching of the Word
hitherward.
ST. Croix (Minn.) Q. M.—Held its Dec.
and other means of grace employed, 80 that a
Under the preaching of Rev. A. Striemer
session with the Spring Brook church.
A
gradual but sure growth in reli gious activity |
good time was enjoyed.
:
:
is apparent,
The monthly meetings now avthere has been a growing interest at the AlNext
session
with
the
Cady
Creek
church
erage 19, inNead of 4 or 5, as at the beginning
bany church,in Athens county. He closed, Jan.
March 4—6.
G. P. Broop, Clerk.
of Bro. Ilurd\y,
pastorate,
The Sabbath congregations have increased more than 100 per 23, a three weeks’ meeting which resulted in
a
revival
and
general
awakening.
Several
were
FRENCH CREEK Q. M.—Held its last session
cent. "May the good work go forward......
There were
At the lust session of the Belknap Q. M., they added to the church. Albany is an important . with the North Eust church.
point, and it is hoped. that’ the cause will be
four ministers present, the meeting was well
missed the presence of Rev. A. D. Smith, pasgreatly
advanced.
attended and a good degree of interest was
tor of the 1st Canterbury church, whose stir-.
manifested.
Rey A. Losee was appointed genMichigan.
: LZ
ring words and warm appeals always find a
eral agent th
out the Q. M. for the F. B.
welcome in the hearts of those who attend
The entire faculty of Hillsdale College, and
publications.
these quarterly gatheringsy
Bro. Smith has
all its instructors in the .several departments,
Next session with the 1st Greenfield church
worn the yoke of Christ many long years, has
have joined the Michigun Temperance Society.
commencing Friday, Feb, 11,
held important pastorates at Dover, Concord,
S: P. PHELPS, Clerk.
Laconia and other places, and bas witnessed
-The Lansing church has extended a call to !
0
the conversion
of many
precious
souls to
Rev. A. E. Wilson, of North Scriba, N.Y.
Christ.
The prayer of the church is that his
NEw ORLEANS (La.) Q.M.—Held its last seswhich he has accepted; the pastorate to com- |
health may be restored and years added to his
| sion Jun. 14—16 with the first church in New
mence about April 1st.
useful life.
Orleans, All the churches were represented by
At the last covenant meeting, six were adMassachusetts.
delegates and letter, and the Holy Spirit was
ded
to
the
Highland
church
as
candidates
for
with us. All delegates reported their churchOne person was’ received jiito the Boston
es in good ¢ondition with very good prospects
baptism.
These are a part of the fruits of the
church, Feb. 6.
v
for the future.
.
labors of Miss Mains there and at Pioneer.
New York.
Next session with the 2d, church, commencMore additions are
expected soon. = Rev.
©
The Hopkinton church at Fort Jackson hus
|
ing
Friday
before
the
first
Sabbath in April.
J. Silvernail will remain with the Highland
|
5
J. BLACKSTONE, Clerk.
been
revived,
backsliders
are homeward | church another year.
A,
sinners are seeking the shining way,
Wisconsin.
CHEMUNG Q. M.—Held its Jan. session with
and the children of God are consecrating themRev. R. Cooley has been assisting Bro. B. the Veteran church.
The delegation
was
selves anew to the Master and hiscause,
Bro.
small;
yet we were favored with beautiful
F. McKenney, pastorof Mt. Pleasant church,
White and Bro. Parks have assisted Rev. R.
weather and good sleighing, which called in a
L. D, Preston in the revival meetings.
The. who is in the midst of a precious revival. Twen- | goodly number from the parish of the Vetaran
Sabbatb-school is increasing in interest and
ty or more have already started in’ the Chris~ church.
We enjoyed a revival spirit from the
numbers under the labors of the efficient supPreachtian life, mostly young people, and the church beginning to the close of the session.
erintendent,J. Rowell, and, as a matter of is much waked up.
The
pastor is doing a ing by Revs. Knapp, Foster and Hovghtaling.
enepyragement to 8. S. workers, the spark
good work there......
Bro. Cooley is now as- There seems to be an increasing interest in
ean, Which bas here been increased to a flame was
sisting in revival work with the Raymond
missions.
Collection on the Sabbath over $10.
kindled in the Sunday-school,
church which has been without a pastor for Business done with dispatch.
The Q. M.
some time.
They have passed through severe passed a resolution condemning “The Sunday
Rev. J. H. Durkee and wife were generousF
trials
within
the
lust
three
or
four.
yeurs,
Telegram”
of
Elmira,
u
flagrant
infidel
paper.
ly remeiabered by their friends at Pike on
which has greatly reduced their number, and
The revival spiric was such that Rev. G. W,
Christmas evening......Bro. Durkee hus been
discouraged them.
Still there is a noble band
Knapp remained to continue the meetings. As
conducting very interesting revival meetings
of Christians there who are trying to hold the
u result, the church has been revived, some,
at the Pratt school-house, three miles from fort. They have.a pastor engaged now. The ‘we think hopefully converted, and still the
Pike village. About thirty have been either
present meelings
are held - in union with the
meetings continue. Bro. Koapp assisted by an
converted or reclaimed.
evangelist commences meetings
in E,mira
@ongregationalists, and promise much good.
Sunday
evening, Jan, 23. Friends of the ki
Rev. Valorus Beebee, who was well known
The Grand Prairie church is having a very
in the Yates & Steuben and Cattaraugus Q. pfiecidus revival under the united labors of the mira cause, pray for us.
Next session with the Pine Valley church.
Ms., died over
a year ugo, but'his death has pastor, Rev. J. J. Hull, and a minister of the
A. P. HOUGHTALING&{lerk.
not before been reported to the Star. M. E. church.
;
HOCKING
VALLEY
(0.) Q. M.—Held its last
Rev. 8. R. Evens, pastor of the Middlesex
»
Illinois.
session with the Snow Fork church. Fridaylevchurch, acknowledges a donation, on Jan, 12,
The church at Elkton ig in the midst of a ening, Dec. 10, the weather being very bad,
"- of $40 over and above his salary.
good revival interest,-result of a meeting the attendance was very poor; but we had a
meeting and Bro,H, Fulton preached. The maThe F. Baptists and Methodists of Depau‘commenced by Rev. L. C. Chase, at that place jority of delegates arrived on Saturday.a Bro.
ville wre holding union prayer-meetings at, on the evening of. Jan, Tth.
There were also

private houses three afternoons in
with prospects
ofr good results.
is to unite Christians in work and
revival of religion.

°°

near the railroads, being an unsuitable place
for a church, they are now worshiping. in 4
very neat and plelsgnt ballof which they have
the entire control,
with an; increasing - congre-

business

sessions,
‘Nothing could
have been more
profitable. The remarks of Fathers Waterman
and Sinclair were highly appreciated,being the
ripe fruits of long Christian experience.
The
spirit of true revival seems to be sadly want-

bership, and asthe minister lived some 13 miles

distant they called the Rev. T. P. Moulton as
pastor.
He Jabored with them some 15 years,

Revival
with the presence of saving power.
meetings have been in progress since the 1st

present,

.
business of conference was lke harmon- | leaving Boren Nottingham church without a
session at | jongly, A very interesting discussion re- | Pastor.
churchlot:and
seems chapel
to be
prospering. Rochester
Havingvillage
sold their
disappoint-

Q. M., still a good meeting was enjoyed,

ham on Jan. 13, amounting to $30; also, on the
Christmas tree, presents of value $12, and a
New Year's present from his congregation at
Windham Centér, of $15.15, cash.
The Main St. church, Lewiston, welcomes
that Rev. W. H. Bowen has
‘the announcement

reconsidered his resignation and

was

digs DF Suche.
The Stanstead
Q. M. held its last

and

i

ith encouraging prospects, Some are start- | ers were to be baptized the following Sunday.
ELENAP (
) Q
i
WIDIEr | Farmington churuh and begins a second
pastor-'| Verysburg
Ch
. With
encouraging
mera] feeling of | Revival meetings are held each evening except | Session with the Lake Village church. Jan. | co TOs ory DAT Cr tatoos Tey. | PiorpontCh § § per
ing
in
ie
good
way,
anda
a
pa
—
Saturday,
and
the
interest
is
quite
rnarked.
Tk
;
{Rev.
C.
=
Cais,
pastor)
A
fair
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gone
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Rev.: T. H.Sind
Drake baptized
10 persons on in | hk
expect the April J.session
will be Clerk.
held at | | orners,less“In special
severalother
is more’ | a
contributed
i
18WrEnce,
MALVERN,
interest. churches
Sioee opr: thereNovember
| ~ by heindividuals
s QMM confributec
for
and oth
Sunday evening, Jan. 30,
;
1and church, , is is holding meetings each evening | Harrisburg,
:
BELKNAP
(N. H.)
OQ. M.—Held its
winter | ‘€8ion,
Rev. D. H. Adams: has returned
to the
Marks Professorship

hold. on the people afl through this section.
. Rev.
J. Boyd, State Missionary,is spending a |
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the Corliss St. church in
ishi
sup- | pastor elect.......Rev. L. P. Bickford has ac- | heartily welcomed to our pastoral force, and | naan. a Fy . ol & Bh
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Rev. A. E. Wilson has accepted a call from | blessing, has established
a mission, and9. in1a | prevented many who lived at a distance from
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Yoetry.

my hat togo.

In our little ball I found

in business matters; the newspapers
praised him for works which he would
never have had the opportunity - of plan-

and you have-been happy. I was always
glad to think of that. n
Could I believe my own ears? Was it

and offerin ga Yexatiotsly gorgeous vision

ning but for supplanting me; I not in- 1 who,by winning good, true Alice, had

“I’ve found some wisdom in my quest,

beforehand of his master’s hated prosper-

That’s richly worth retailing:
Ive léarned-that, when one does hisubest,
There’g little harm in failing.

ity.

frequently saw him riding his fine horses,
or drivingin his well-appointed carriage.

clouded his lif¢? "Bit his faint tones * began afresh.
:
“I was alittle pained, “Paul, when I
heard you would not -use the carriage.
But you will have to dp so now. Forit is

Hugh

Pattison’s

liveried

servant

waiting, nearly filling up the tiny

SOUL GROWTH IN DOING.

L]

“ete

ot

MY EVENING STAR.
ere

BY A. W,

ge

G.

a

answer to my question, he

wanted to see

Calm o'er yon hights the great stars roll

said:

me,

for

to

arrive

at his

grand house in the borrowed state of his
brougham and prancing bays I would
not. The square in which gy prosperous
enemy lived was not far ‘from the. .quiet
street in which I and. Alice and our children dwelt. My own feet would take
me there in a few minutes.
:
Before 1 give ‘the interview between

* Above the sleeping earth to-night;
No breaking heart, no hopeless soul,
Can touch with ruth their far, cold light.
Not these, the stars whose tender beams
Bent o’er my youth in guidance sweet ;

‘Were they but phantoms of my dreams,
. Sent to mislead my wandering, feet?

So warm and near they seemed to shine,
They kindled hopes almost divine
Of winning hights untrod before.

But now their glamor falls away;
No magic ladder to the skies
~
They build for him whose hair grows gray,

‘Whose soul looks out through aged eyes.

|

had grown so bitter.
It may seem that my provocation
not enough; I can even understand

was
that

| to Sbme, until they pondered it, it might

seém slight.
Certainly, Hugh Pattison
did not, in those far back years, attempt
And dim seems now each glittering prize
= '
{ to murder me ; he had not even cheated
Seen through
the BiZEy fast gathering]
or defrauded me, or brought disgrace upshades.
on me and mine.
Whathe had done
The old years die, and in my soul
had been to upset all my life's plans, to
»
Dies many a hope that once was bright, °
rob me of the one chance of prosperity
‘While cold and far the great stars roll
And far off now the great world lies,
And fast its youthful halo fades,

which

Above the sleeping earth to-night..

Yet in my heart one star shines on

|

The evening star of all my days.
That star, which erst divinely near
Led wise men to their new-born King,
Still shines for me; and without fear

I mark night come 'with raven wing.
That star mocks not the hopes

of youth

I had more

Hugh Pattison’s note reached me by a
I thinkI

should have tossed it aside unread. Hugh
Pattison was my enemy, the one foe who
‘had worsted me throughout my life. That

he

should

even

have

dared

to

write

my name upon the outside of an envelope

seemed to me

an

impertinence

in

him

and a fresh wrong to me.
I instantly knew
the handwriting,
though II had not seen it for nearly twenty"five years. Before that, I had seen it often
enough, for he and 1 had lived as brothers.
The written characters were the
same, and yet were very different; it
was, indeed, a feeble, struggling scrawl
in which the address was penned.
But

Tans

to me.

grounds

for hatred

against

thing itself, looked at apart frem hidden

YEARS.

others,

offered

sight appeared.
To put it briefly, Hugh
Pattison had spoiled allmy life.
He had done it in the easiest way. The

messenger.
A liveried footman brought
it to my house. Ifit had come through
the post along with the

been

the man who had done it than at first

Family Circle.
MANY

ever

its details, he will, perhaps, conclude that

Nor fades away from tear-dinimed eyes,
But radiant with eternal truth
Leads us afar beyond the skies.

AFTER

had

Practically this had meant twenty-five
years of non-success and comparative
poverty to me, pinching trials for my
wife, and countless disadvantages to my
children, preventing me from bringing
the boys up to the professions I had
meant them for, and injuring the girls’
social prospects. If any one will let his
thoughts patiently follow all this out into

And brightens, aye, with clearer rays;
As evening star when day is gone—

tl

special circumstances, was so cdmmon a
matter in everyday life, and the manner

of it was so ordinary
think he

that

was justified.

only he had not been

some may

Perhaps

my

so,

Will

you come and

see me, and let us put things right,

~ fore I go out of this world?

oldest, closest,

and, as it was imagined, most trusty
friend. Does not that make .a difference

between two men limiting what they may
in fairness do towards

each

other?

A

professed friend surely is not.
at liberty to
push his own interest to the disadvantage
of his nearest hssociate in the way he
would be ‘justified in doing where a
stranger was concerned. Hugh Pattison
and myself both were engineers, and
soon after we had completed our articles,
nearly at the same

time,

a. valuable

ap-

be-

T have not

‘then. of my horror, for no other word
will serve, when the news came that I

was not to have the post, bait that ‘it was
definitely given to Hugh Pattison. He,
my supposed truest friend, had played the

Alice must see this,” I said, waving

atory letters,

but I tossed them

into: the

the letter in my hand as I hastened to fire unread. He tried to see me; if he
not withdrawn I should have struck
the room in which I knew my wife was.
I'peed not give the talk between us. to the ground. - My marriage I would
~::She, in her gentle way, advised that I delay, I was not going to have Alice

‘When 1 resolutely said No,
eyes became troubled | with

tears.
bi Hugh Pattison, ‘from that

miliated in the eyes of the world.
step I never afterward

regretted,

she

urged, ‘* may be dying. If 80, he has a
rightto see’ you “and ask your forgive-

ness.”
¢¢ Just: because a man is dying,” I now
‘remember that I -very wrongly an‘swered, ** he thinks he is entitled to take
any liberty with you. He should have
thought long ago, when he was: well, of
his bad behavior to me.” ,.
“Do go; Paul,” she plone, ping]

had
him

to

yours, as the

else.

me,

but it had been the one bitterly-heightening luxury of my life to reject them with
increasing violence.
“No,” I on these occasions unyielding,
ing said to. myself, ¢I will accept no
pompously-granted doles of ‘help from
one whose wealth is really niine, not his.
But for his' treachery, everything Hugh
Pattison has at this moment would be
mine. He shall go on wrongly possessing it, but without any bargaining on my
side.”
;
It was to see the man who had thus. af-

not
hu-

on eur hearth, toil had

been

everything

yours in one

St
4

§

Hey

which struck me from the yellow pages of

faded writing in my hand.
“You see, dear,» good, impetuous old
Paul,”
he soothingly recommenced,
“there was no chance of your having the
appointment.”
«¢ What is written here is—"
« False,” he quickly added, even before
I could speak it. *‘Iknow it; I said so
then. But the lie‘was believed by the
chairman?

libel

against my nearest relative, my father; a
matter which if true might well have

|

i

:

*

Aas

i

,

It was a fitting thing for Miss Yonge to supplement

her

series

of

secular

“writing which she has shown
for

interesting

and

histories,

now.
dren.

so good a talent

instructing

the

again, old fellow.

young

to

keep, with

us fy

more than brother? He left with me,a
richer bequest than his worldly wealth,
if Lcan but keep it by me—the lesson 'of
slow judging and ‘quick forgiveness.—
Day of Rest.
>
*>4o

of books.

features of the narrative

are

carefully preserved, while the whole story is
set in so attractive a light that young people

will

call it the reverse of dry or+dull.

style is much like that
mother ‘would

which

employ

in

by E.

The

oo

THE LAMB MERCHANT.
A soldier in thé Duke’s of York's army,

S.

and

a

article

bn

George

The Granite Monthly for January opens
with a biographical sketoh, by the editor, of .
Hon. George B. -Chandler, a portrait accompanying it. This is followed by an article by

In

the home and Sunday-school, and in the hands

it will be found to be an ‘excellent help.

Stanley;

7

to bring the unfolding of the matter within.
their comprehension, while drawing them on
advanced forms.

Henry M.

Gilbert and, an

important

truth to her children, whose first care would be
to its more intricate and

explorer

Eliot.

an intelligent

teaching

article on * Ireland

paper showing up some of the abuses connected with patents and the United States patent
right laws. Of special timeliness are * Winter”

Hon. G.

of all who conduct young people’s Bible classes,

Is Alice here?”

The next day Hugh Pattison quietly
passed away, with Alice as well as myself
by his bed-side. But they were my hands
that closed his eyes: and what else would:

Inot have done

which the vital

an

and Irishmen”by Rev. Dr. G. H. Hepworth,
one of the committee for the distribution of
the *“ New York Herald” relief fund in Ireland; a graphic summary of the~career of the

She has condensed the Scripture history, from *
African
Genesis to Revelation, into a handy volume, in

and he would sell them,

W.

Nesmith;

Judges,” while

The

ou the

Dartmouth

* Removal

college

of

is repre-

sented by President Bartlett in a paper on the

illustrations are profuse and éxcellent; and add

college itself and by Prof. Sanborn in a sketch.

to the popular value of the book,

of “ An Old Fnglish Historian,” referring to
Geoffrey of Moumouth and his perpetuation of

ROSE CLIFTON. By Mrs. E. J. Richmond,
author of * The McA listers,” * Harry the
Prodigal,” etc. New York:
National Tem-

old Celtic myths,
Biographical and historical
sketches also appear inthis number, with
fiction and poetry to give variety. It isa

perance Society and Publicatioh
House.
16mo. pp. 426.
;
This story relates the varied history of an

magazine that New Hampshire people would
do well to patronize, Concord: J. N. McClintock.

orphan child, and the miseries entailed by
social drinking customs.
Jt is a powerful narrative, and proves the wholesome use of fiction
in-the serviceof the most urgent reforms.
The same Society issues a pamphlet

The State and the

4.

for Tis

dear ones in the

straw-thatched

cottage,

though the nimble little fingers helped to
make tthis happy home for father and
mother.— Youth's Companion. _

A great. many good things have

have

half-believed

appointed

it

me’ to ‘any

been

told of England's Premier, but none of
them more clearly shows his great heart

than the latest.

There was, it appears,

in Mr, Gladstone's household at Hawarden
in-

clined to go wrong. The mother femonstrated, and advised her boy, but all to no
purpose ; he seemed determined on a
headlong course ‘to ruin. At ldst the
“mother in her desperation caught the idea
that if she could persuade the Premier to
take bim in hand, perhaps the prodigal
might be reclaimed.
'‘‘Screwing ' her
courage to the sticking pojnt”—for what
will a mother not do for her child P—she

approached her master, and in trembling

Liquor

Trafic,

The opening articlein the

current

of the Bates Student is entitled

number

* Commerce

and Liberty,” in which the writer discusses
the question of Railroad monopolies in their

entitled

by Dr.

A

Modern

Belief.

Under

the first head

True Story of the Obelisk” is an illustrated
paper on obelisk’
general and on that one

that has just been raised in Central Park in
particular. “ The Peterkins” appear again
und talk of going to Egypt.
It is a complete
number, whether from a literary or mechanical point of view.~New
York: Seribier &
Co.

O..Ditson & Co. (Boston) issue a new music®

German, and retaifing also the original foreign
words.

2
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Fo r sale by D. Lothrop & Co.
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LITERARY

NOTES.

Creasy’s extremely interesting volume narrating the history of the tifteen decisive batt les
of the world, those few battles of which a contrary event would have essentially varied the
drama of the world in all its subsequent scenes,
is highly esteemed
by readers of history. It
is issued in a handsome cloth-bound volume,
by the American Book Exchadge, New York,
at the nominal price of 35 cents. It forms one
of their Acme Library of History. The same
ublishers issue a volume on * The Choice of
0oks,” by Charles F. Richardson.
It will delight all who love good books, and in its wise
suggestions will
be greatly helpful to all who
want aid in choosing the best books. In its
various chapters it treats of The Motive of
Reading,
The Reading Mubit,
What Books
to Read, Remembering
What
One Reads,
The
Best Time
to
Road, How Much to
Read, The Use of Note Tooks,
The Cultivation"of Taste, koetry,
The Art of Skipping,
The Use of Translations, How to Read
Periodicals, Reading Aloud and Reading Clubs,

What Books to Own, The Use of Public
Libraries, The True Service of Reading.
“We have before us ln Mr. Whittier's hand-

teenth year, he left

it upder

the door of the

lished by William Lloyd Garrison in Newburyport. Garrison had just attained his majority,
and this paper was his first venture in journalism. It may interest young writers for the:

brings them a great deal of suggestive and helpful matter. It is issued simultaneously in this
country and in England, the American editor
being fer f C. Cauldwell, M. A., and the
English edityr Rev. J. 8. Exell, It is divided
into four sections, the Homiletical, Theological,
Expository and Miscellaneous, each department being well filled with appropriate -mat-

press of

to

the present day

hear the story of

this first literary effort of a poet now crowned
with years and with honors.
It was many weeks after young Whittier left

his manuscript to its fate before he heard ie

ter. The Clerical Symposium under the Theological Section in the January number discusses
‘* The Lord’s Supper,” and sets forth its design and the benefit it conveys to the individual and
the church.. The Quarterly is not
sectarian, but it is orthodox, and is now appearing in this country after four years’ service
in England: The terms are $2 per year.—
New York: A. D. F. Randolph & Co.

it. He was then working upon his fathe
rocky farm in Haverhill, and his father wasja

ya

os

within

.

him

One

looked in vain for

as he

dayhe

wasat

with

work

Uncle Moses repairing the stone fence by
highway, he going along on the outside,

placing the stones knocked from

the

the’
re-

wall by
While

scrambled over it;

his

his

&

‘The
American
Missionary
Association,
which held its thirty-fourth annual session at
Norwich, Ct., last October, publishes the pro-

engaged the postman came along on horseback ,

ceedings in pamphlet form,

with trembling fingers. Many a writer knows
the exact sensation of hope without expecta-

and to save going to the house with the paper
he tossed it to young Whittier. It was opened

dding a-list of the

during

Office, 56 Reade St., New York.

hood.

the
tion, ‘so often experienced in regardto
firstlings of the brain. The surprise of finding
‘his poem at the ** head of the corner’ was go-

‘Parents and all teachers of young peo-

ple, whether boys or girls,ought to be familiar,

ifthey are not already, with

just the facts and

beWiideriug that he was dazed by it,” and he
says he stood Jooking at it a long time, ‘ind is.
sure he did not read # word. At length his
uncle called him back to his tenses by

him keep at work. ,

.

new contributor's

work that he sought him

out, coming up to Haverhill to interview him.
When Garrison called, young Whittier was at

work ia the field.

He

was

was at the heuse pi

told a gentleman

is mailed in‘ paper covers | for 60 cts.

Number = seventeen of Good

ie

feng

i

(Springfield, Mass.) contains an installment of
** Rose and the Doctor,” the.serinl by Ellen W.
Oluey, in which the plot thickens. There is the

tx

men, ws

80

fre

meet

associated

sati-slavery work—Foriand, Trapsoript.
piv

re

»

ise.
ite.

k, and Shack 4

Company ‘

8

Tors hit RNobod y

book. It is published by Bren os, Liters |
30 Ukilon Square,Ni

bidding

‘No success in future years has ever stirred
such a tumult of emotions, us may wellbe believed, Garrison was so impressed with his

principles that ure fearlessly laid, down! jn this. had,

| Bin poriuin,

=

aper arrived, and the heart of the young poet

sheep that had

the year. 'Itis issued from the Association's:

|

ol

Week by week the

patron of the Free Press,

—

enrolled

.

office of ihe Free ress, a weekly paper -pub- ~

that many ministers will be thankful for,since it

Life Members that have been

-

writing the first poem of his that was ever
published.
In 1826, whem he was in his nine-

My savings are left to your chil- ‘the lad sent to his study, when he. spoke pamphlet discusses questions which are delicate
in their nature but none the less vital tofthe prop- |
Ias-she ever told you that I asked tender words of advice and remonstrance, | er development of true manhood and woman-

.

£1

book entitled A Book of Rhymes and Tunes.
It is compiled and arranged by Margaret P.
Osgood.
It is atrue household singing book,
acceptable not only to mothers and children,
but to Kindergartens, and to all of the new
faith, who believe
in making school children happy.
There
ure about a hundred
songs, many of them translations from the

** The situation whs-gffered me,

ol
"4

Univ ersity, Baltimore;

in

Why, these were my own words of malice, turned burningly against me unconsciously, in love, making my punishment
I crept unto his side, not hid-

Burroughs hasa col-

women which was read at Smith College by
President D. C. Gilman, of Johns Hopkins

414, + ASL 50).

tones preferred her request. Mr. Gladeen
stone responded at once, and though the
In Counsel to Parents on the Moral Eduand I took it, always meaning that you, affairs of the greatest kingdom in the cation of their Children Dr. Elizabeth BlackPaul, were. to share its benefits.
u and | world pressed heavily upon itn, with well gives instruction which if it were heeded
Alice; 1 may send my love'to her by ou genuine simplicity of character he had would greatly benefit the human race, The

to him.

to increase also,

lady's maid: ‘Mr. John

Char-

folks, with this history of the Book

an old woman servant who had a son

It was the revival of a dastardly

tightly the hand I shamefacedly reavhed

more incessantly than for me. Let me
hasten to add, that she, hadmever shown
any bitterness; I almost might say that,
amid all ‘our struggles, she never com-

ee

By

the cus-

¢ I'did the best ini the circunistances,”
went on poor, sinking Hugh, grasping

alike for Alice and myself; indeed for her

hs

aa

BIBLE -HISTORY.

The
lotte M. Yonge, author of ** Book of Golden | lection of brief papers on several topics.
Deeds,” “Young Folks’ History of Germany,”
‘more substantial materia) includes the sub* Greece,” * Rome,” ‘‘ England,” * France,”
stance of a'paper on the higher education of
ete. Boston : D. Lothrop & Co. 12mo. rp

It was a bright thought—for soon this the conclusion is reached that man’s natural
poor lame soldier was a very hero in the longing for immortality shows that God has
tomary tone of all those past years ago,
children’s eyes.
made it attainable, but how, and under what
only so much lower and weaker, as if the
The stamping of his wooden leg was conditions, can only be learned by a divine
words came from far off. “I knew it|
listened for and hailed with delight by Revelation. Under the second head, it is
will have cost you an effort, for it seemed
shown that the ancient Hebrews bad no notion
the little ones in every town and village
of the natural immortality of the soul as sepuas if I did you a great wrong.”
round London.
rated from the body, till after they had been
Seemed! my heart was
Rardening
And soon they’ heard his welcome corrupted by mingling with the pagan nations.
afresh.
A
ery,—
4
Under the third head, it is shown | that Christ
“Don’t be angry, Paul. The’ doctors
and the Apostles and the earliest fathers of the
* Young lambs’ to sell¥ "young lambs to sell!
say I have not much time, but I can not
church taught uniformly this one doctrine—
If I’d as much money as I could tell,
go till we are friends again. I won’t ‘ask
that the Resurrection from the dead and The
I'd not come here with lambs to sell |
Life Everlasting, were only through Christ,
you to shake hands with me yet.” He let
Dolly and Molly, Richard and Nell,
and that the wicked would be utterly destroyBuy my young lambs, and I'll use you well!”
the uninjured hand which he had put out
towards me fall upon the coverlet; his They would erowd-round his well filled ed in the second death, and the righteous only
would have Eternal Life—that the doctrine of
other arm was in a black silk sling. basket with their pennies and pull out the the natural Immortality of all men, and con«Feel under my pillow,” he feebly went fleecy little darlings, and think that every sequently that of the endless misery of the unon. ‘There is a note-I have had looked tiny face, as they sorted them over, was sgV ed, came into the, Church with Plato's
out from my papers for you. It will tell the prettiest.
you how things really stood.
I felt sure
Fifty years ago the little ove and Zits the middle of the Ny ot century, and from this
at the time you did pop read my letters. bad very few dolls and toys—and some of | time the church began to apostatize * from the
faith once delivered to the saints,” and in the,
I am not .blaming. you; very likely I them you would think very homely, no’ course of a few centuries, this new doctrine of
should have done the same. The note is doubt—so it was no wonder that these Universal Immortality entirely supplanted the
here, close to my sh®ulder. How is your lambs made by the lame soldier's children Jprimitive Christian doctrine,and obliterated the
wife?
Well, I hope.”
4
found a ready sale among the little folks. gospel distinction between the destiny of the
Hugh went on talking, while I, who as
They were made of snowy-white cotton righteous and the wicked. Underthe fourth
head the author gives a history of this doctrine
yet had not uttered a word, felt for this wool, spangled all over with Dutch
gilt. in the Protestant church,and a view of the pres“doeument he spoke of, and unfolded the The head was made of flour paste, mould- ent state of the question throughout Christenyellow, time-stained, creased little pages. ed into the prettiest faces—just
like a real dom and of the progress which the doctrine of
¢ I had a fall from abridge I was inspect- lamb—and you know how pretty
they Conditional 1mmortality has made within the
ing—a louse plank tripped me. It isn’t are. There were two jet black spots for past few years, and a list of names of eminent
persons now holding this view,
the tumble that has killed me,” he con- eyes, and the horns and legs
were ‘made
To this sketch there is annexed an essay on
tinued, talking I am sure beyond his of twisted, shining tin. For a
collar, a the Unity of Man, in which the author comstrength to take the edge off the painful- .piece of pink tape tied in a bow.
bats the notion of the dual or triple nature of
ness of the surprise which he knew would
The lambs were only two cents apiece, man, and. contends that he is: an indivisible
come as I read. ¢‘ But the shock of the 80 it was np wonder, indeed,
that the lamb integer in life, in death, and in the resurrecfall the deoctors'say has aggravated an old business increased until both mother and tion, and in the Life Everlasting.
The monograph is published by J. D. Brown
internal disease. ' They only—"
children were busy all the time, and
(Agent of the Bible Banner Association), 506
«Ig this true?! I'gasped. w=
the lame soldier became a famous lamb Minor 8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
A flash of blinding lightning could not merchant through all the south of Eng‘have dazed me more with its fierce illum- land.
The Homiletic Gnartorly is a publication
ination than did the instant intelligence
He made a tomfortable ‘living

is

¢

YOUNG FoLks’

usual complement of fiction. Two of the sketches
are about the experience of an investor in
Arizona mines, and Achmet,
an Egyptian

sense, Paul.”

her to be my wife before I knew things| and eventually knelt down and prayed a
plained. What she did do was to try and had gone so far between you?”
higher power to help in the work of resoften my own feelings. of. discontent st
Another flash of blinding lightning en- demption. The kindly action was effecthe absence of better success. I used at
tial; and-.the--lad--booame
a -reformed|
itfreTEated.aghinst Her Tor, J-urapped
the dying speaker's bed
then, | character... Fortunate. - is the- country
| doing
80: The ‘matter;1 thought,
was | was
.
what Alice meant by sayingok once
affairs are guided by such ‘a’ man.
vor, and 1 Irie
Soe him, and not broughtso close to ‘her, “hiding at asked something’ ‘which she did not grant; —whose
Religious dueligonuat,
‘if you can Any way make things right be- home, as'it was to me, who had to go
“I determined to. wed @ woman since
© tween you, it will take much bitterness’ abroad; for I was continually having I could not have her. You have crossed
They who are too poor to ig in the
| Hogh Pattison’s prosperity thrust upon
far
own life.”
all my life, Paul, for ‘I have felt’ very ‘world, may buy abundantl§* fn God's
Sealy say ite rr.
I it Le me. Hin name was forever cropping up lonely. But it no doubt was for the best; market.
:
14
9

Fiterary Beviety,

many years ago, lost his right arm and Ezra M. Hunt,sccretary of the New Jersey State double aspect of benefiting the people by deone leg in battle While fighting in. Hol- Board of Health. It discusses the origin and creasing the freight rates and of endangering
their welfare by threatening their liberties,
the early restrictive character of the license
land.
Of course he bad to be sent home when system, and shows that its intent was to con- Following this article is a poem ** Morning -by
he couldn’t fight -any longer, and this, fine the sale of alcoholic beverages to bona-fide the Sea,” an article entitled‘‘ The Student in
and the-eustomary variety “travelers;
and thatit was—not-designed-to-make Polities,? a-purody
home was a cmall but cosy cottage near
not his!” Two servants bending low rethe trafflc in liquors, as latterly, a special’ that makes up the * Editors’ Portfolio.”
London.
=
x
et
source of pliblic revenue.
The author, speakceived me in the hushed hall. In _ going
In it were a wie and four children, who ing from the physician’s pointof view, strongly
The Illustrated ® Cosmos is. the title of a
up the broad staircases we passed “works
welcomed the crippled soldier with tears condemns all beverage use of alcoholic liquors monthly journal which starts out from Chicago
of art, and glimpses of luxury offered at
of thankfulness that his life bad, been on the score of health for the individuul and as the antagonist.of Modern Materialism.
everysstep.
;
of true political economy for the Stutz.
Faith in God and in Revelation is its corner
spared.
* 1 stood within his curtained chamber,
stone, and it hopes to do needed work.
Itis
They were all too young to go to work.
and saw a white figure lying in the canpublished by Coffeen & Fish, and Everett How could-he earn bread to fill these litPlatonism vs. Christianity is the title of a W. Fish is the ** General Editor.”
opied bed. °A very faint voice .murmurpamphlet which is to form the first chapter in
of
tle mouths?
ed—
All at once a bright thought Struck | a larger work, to be called ‘ The Everlasting
What a pathetic picture opens the February
¢ Is Paul come? Go, nurse, please.”
<
him. He was a Scotchman, and femem- Life;-What is it? Whence is it? Whose is it?’ St. Nicholas—Princess Elizabeth, “ young
A dark female form rose from the
It is written by Rev. J. H. Pettingall, A. M.,
bered seeing, when a boy, thousands of who is the author of several other religious and fair,” imprisoned in that awful * Tower?”
hearth, and courtesied its way-past me to
sheep and lambs that covered his native and doctrinal works. The present pamphlet of London, und-a group of little children bringing a key with which she may ** unlock the .
the door. Jie and I were alone together.
hills, and this may have put the -idea of is devoted to the history of the question of Con- gate.” It is the subject of a poem by Susan”
I could see how changed he was—the
ditional Immortality, under four sections:
1.
Jan
uikisg into his head.
Coolidge, who excels in dealing with topics of
shadow of death was already falling on
The children could make the lambs and Heathen Speculation; 2. Beliefof the Ancient that kind,. We can not enumerate all the
3
him.
Hebrews; 3. Doctrine of the Primitive Church;
<
varied excellences of this
number.
© The

post.

cerned ; but there had gover come to me
again any really a sfactory bgt s8
opening} and, as childfen multipli
up-

and

‘“ Forgive me, Hugh !”
La
He seemed surprised. ‘ What have I
to forgive?” he asked, his strength fast
ebbing.
¢ May God forgive us all. I
shall die easy now that we are friends

my hasty summons.
There was a line,
¢¢ Shocking accident to the eminent railway engineer, Mr. Pattison— Fall from af
Bridge!”
Involuntarily my steps aildksned their
speed. It was to a publicly-noted deathbed I was fetched. On reaching the stately mansion, I could not help the whisper
which had grown so°habitual to me escaping from my lips, ** You really are mine, |
|

tors of whom: any. one

con-

is,

ing from him my crimson cheeks, and
getting out the words as best I could—

read a further explanation of the cause of

wotild ever

so far

house

It always has

complete!

upon a newspaper bill at a stationer’s
door, giving the contents of a later edition
of one of the daily journals, and I;there

blighted the prospects of any son. -It
was not true. But I saw every second
clearer and clearer that no Board of Direc-

That

as she, who is the best of wives, was
note,”

five years he had made advances

“Thank you, good old friend, for com-

longto stay in it, for I have met with a
bad accident. The doctors say there is part of a snake in the grass, and had
\ no hope, so perhaps you will come. If stung me the most venomously at the
you do not, I think you will aftewards last moment. For it was easy to underwish you did. Come to me, Paul. °
‘stand how the plot had’been successfully
4 Your old friend,
-managed. At the last meeting of the
“HugH PATTISON.”
Company, only five days before, his step‘Why, in his mode of address, apart mother’s cousin had been appointed a
from the matter of it, he wrote to me just director. It was this newly-gained inas he would have done twenty-five years fluence, and not Pattison’s merits, which
ago, exactly as if there was
“no lifelong had so unfairly got him the appointment,
wrong between us!
It was amazing, for which he had himself before admitted
‘and it was, also, irritating ; but there was he had no chance as against nre. on any
a drop of sweetness in it, for did it not strict comparizon ‘of right claims.
magi mchON _mean ‘a triumph for me?
Of course he wrote me lengthy explan-

should go.
her blue

was

knownto be a’wealthy man. Some five
years ago, he bad come to live in an imposing mansion in one of the adjoining
squares. - Several times in these twenty-

if ing,” he said, speaking in just

poiniment became open in connection
with one of the leading lines of railway.
Whoever secured it, might consider that
his
position in life was made sure, for
for all that, Iknew it was Hugh Patti
the
office had increasingly large lucrative
- son’s hand.
¢¢ How dares he write to
” 1 mut- prospects in the years Lo come.
« I should have no chance against you,
tered, my blood rising hi
and highPaul,”
said Hugh Pattison.
¢¢ I shall not
cond thought
er.
Then came the
d into my mind: try for it. Apply and I am sure you will
~ which had already fl
sick man. ' I sup- get it.”
"+ It is the writing o
At §0me things belon ging to our work,
pose he is ill, and his conscience at last
is. pricking him. Let it do So!” I added I was supposed to be quicker. -than he
was ; and had unusually good -recomangrily. ‘¢ I shall not go near him.”
mendations
to help me. I made the apBut even while I said this, I, by some
)
plication,
and
it was understood by everyimpulse, picked up the letter from the
Other comtable on which I had let it drop when I body that I had succeeded.
petitors
withdrew,
and
though
the office
first gathered from whom it came. Break‘had not been actually granted to me, I
ing it open, I read as follows, the writ_.. ing within being for Hugh still, ‘more and my circle felt so sure of ify that I at
amineX
once made arrangements for my happy
scratchy and irregular:
marriage with Alice Scarson. . Judge
‘ve Tucrdg,

« DgAR PauL:

He had never married, and long ago

Hugh and myself, I ought to explain how, fected my whole life that I was now, much
from being such fast friends, he and IN to my own surprise, upon my way. As
had come to be at enmity, at least, how I passed through a cross-street, my eye fell

So kind the aspect that they wore,

0

space,

that Mr. Pattison was very ill, and that the
surgeons believed it to be impossible for.
him to live. He added that his master’s
carriage had been sent, and was then at
the door.
«I will walk,” I quickly answered, in
sudden heat.
As he bowed and hastily backed out, I
muttered under my breath, that his master must put off his dying a little if he

‘‘ I may not reach what I pursue,
Yet will I keep pursuing;
Nothing is vain that I-can-do,
Since soul-growth comes of doing.”
—(C. G. Ames.

mtn

In

still

in:
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The field selected,

umes. But

prosecution of the task. Dissatisfied with
his previous labors he threw aside all he

LOTHROP' MOTLEY.

Motley is' our ‘fourth great historian,
and completes the guarternioun. In character and style he resembled Prescott

His

love for poetry, art, and the ideal placed
him far apart from the two latter, and in
of

author

the

with

« The Conquest of Mexico.” His nature
was essentially poetic, and in his. writingswe find many poetic passages, al}
though expressedin prose. Yet he had

the true faculty of the historian, aiid nev-

er like Macaulay,” sacrificed accuracy to
his love of the beautiful. = His books are
beautifully and eloquently written, but
they are standard authorities as well of
the epochs they treat.
Like all the other historians John
Lothrop Motley was born in Massachu-

had written, and embarked with his family for ‘Europe where he commenced his

task anew.

tutors, and in 1827 he entered Harvard
"college, from which, just one year before,

Hildreth
had graduated.

The handsome, slender, bright-eyed lad

in college.

#e was not so remarkable, however,

proficiency in the

for

higher studies ad he

‘was for his classical and; literary attain

ments.

He was 38 voluminous

reader,

poetry’®romance and history being his
favorite branches. * His tastes were indicative of his future career, antl before he

left college herindulged in dreams of successful authorship.
:
He graduated in 1831, and

immediate-

ly proceeded to Germany where he entered the university of Gottingen.
. After a year spent there, he entered the
mniversity at Berlin, where he remained
another year, studying under the

at Berlin, Dresden and the Hague,

best

of

from the profession in disgust,
Literature offered to him a far more congenial

occupation, and to it he turned his attention.
.
‘
His
first production
was a novel,
or

the

Young Provincial.”
1839, when

Memoirs

of a

It was published in

the author

was

twenty-five

years old, The scene of the story was
laid in atite:Revolutionary days, and the
customs ghd mignners; as well as
of the well-knowtt
e€haraeters

several
of that

period, were woven Into the narrative

a very

interesting mannet.

however, is weak, and

a success.

in

The plot,

the work was not

The graphic descriptions and

the copious flew of language showed that
there were superior literary powers in
the young man, and he did not give up
his chosen vocation.

In 1840, he was appointed secretary of
Legislation to the American embassy to
Russia, which post he resigned in less
" than two years, having written in the
meantime a leading article on Peter the

Great lor the North American Review.

It

vivid

style

and

the

historical fucts interwoven into the story
, give it any value to-day.
‘When, however, ‘* Merry Mount,” a romance of the
Massachusetts colony, first appeared, it
was very popular, Its author was known
and the book sold. The author could not
consider it a failure in any sense of the
word.
fi
4

and

Dresden,

at

translations

French

A

Paris and Brussels.

transla-:

Rusgian

1860, at St. Petersgreat work, ‘ The
Netherlands from
the Silent to the
1609,” came out in
It was the simple
history.
This was

followed by the ‘Life and Death of John |
of Barneveld,

Advocate

of

Holland,”

in two volumes.
The same vigorous
treatment and eloquence of style that
characterized his first work characterizes
these later ones, and they all form a part

of the great literature
of the world.

_ Motley served in several political and

diplomatic stations during his life.

From

1861 until 1867, he was United States
Minister to Austria.

In 1869 he was ap-

pointed by President Grant, Minister to
England, but was recalled in 1870.
He
At the
died on the 29th of May, 1877.
time of his death he was engaged upon a
work entitled ** The History of the Thirty
Years War.”
AECLOL RR
EDUCATIONAL:

Bangor Theological

Seminary, which

jon, whose tender sympathy

of the

Delmar F. B. ‘church

and strongly

Tw

LYD

JoHN

L.

WHIDDEN

the courts,

The

>

educational

progress

made

by

Tennesdte since 1872 is desctibed as won-

derful. In that yeat itt some of the countieg there was nota single school, either

public or private: In 1875 there were 3,942
schools in the State ; last year there were
5,622. In 1875, the average daily attendance was 136,805; last year it wag
191,461.

?

The Baltimore School Boatd has rescinded its previous resolution to place colored teachers in the coloreil #chools,

und

has elected four white teachers to fill ‘vacancies in those schools, in spite of the
fact that twenty-one colored candidates
passed the teachers’ examinations.

There

is much indignation in Baltimore over the
action of the Board.
Columbia College has an endowment
of about $5,000,000, the last annual income of which was about $210,220.22..
From students in the Department of Arts,
School of Mines, and School of Law the

receipts for the last year, ending Septem-

ber 80th, 1880, were $110,697.34, making
the total income $321,917.56.

stealing among the pupils.

Some of the

members of school committees have been
fotind to be profane and immoral.
Evidently there is work to be done among
pupils and School Boards.
According to.-the new regulations at
Harvard,

seniors

tendance at church.

are

excused

from

All students

rooms are within two-fifths of a

at-

whose

mile

of

died

the F. B. church

Campton,

N.

H. {of which he remained a faithful member
till death. A little more than three years ago
he removed, with his wife, to Mass., to spend
their remaining days with their children.
During his last sickness’ the words, ¢‘ He that
endureth to the ead, shall be saved,” were
often repeated, and he
passed away
with a
brighthopein Jesus. A wifeand twodaughters;-|.

all

at-

KHAM.

1845,

cume

lived in Wiota

moved to Fayette, where he

connected

tance of20 miles.

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address,

-

resigned and ready

to die; arranging

$5.
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REMEDY

AND
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CURE FOR

CONSTIPATION,
BILIOUSNESS,
LIVER TROUBLES & PILES.

HH,

Jan. 9, of [pei

died

in

SOLD

A

Jan. 17, aged 71 years. When young he commenced the Christian life and maintained his

benevolent

purposes:he

was

the poor.

As a business man, bre was ‘favorably

1

eaves a widow,
brothers and

known,

ap-

He

two sons, an aged mother,
sisters and a large gircle of

ATL a

the-churob,its ‘prominent
embers; and
his family, one eminently wort y of the re~
lation he sustained.
His end was pence.
=

.M. C. HEXDERSON.4

HARRIET, wife of U.'W. Togerick, died in
Stony Fork, Tioga

Co,

Penn.,

Aug.

aged 40 years, 11 months aud 21 days,

give the

4,

1880,
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aged respectively; ®6 and 88 years,
They soon ’
will go, to join the number already
in the
church in heaven.
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Morocco,

the public.

Sermons.

sion of all her faculties, and received. much
leasure in recounting the mercies of €od,
with those who culled to see her.
But two
others remain of those 12, whoifirst raised. the |,

of

BY ALL

Moroc-

Turkey Gilt,

Small,

the first 44 pages of the ov

43 years. She wus one of 1? who vnited in
organizing the ¥'. B. church undér the labors
of Elder Samuel Gilman in 1841; with which
she remained a worthy member until death.

Dea. C. G/ DROWN,

PREPARED

1.25;

$80;

or 50. cents per dozen; and 4 cents postage.

Mrs. HANNAH LEE died at the re-idence of
her son, Uriel Lee, in the town of Paw Paw,
Van Buren Co., Mich., Dec. 24.
Her funeral
occurred on Christmas day, at the Lee schoolhouse.
Sister Lee wus born in Vermont in
1787; when young, moved with her parents to
Penn.; in 1837, became a resident of Paw, Paw,’

banner of the Lord
“in this” township:
Woodman and Susan Morrison (his

TERMS;

Practical and Analytical Chemists?

Taunton,

she had

.

DR. J.C. AYER

fever, in the 22nd year of his

Up to within a few months,

and

:

Book, exten-

Sheep,

edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,but is often used
in churches.
ith

always

and valued for the soft lustre and richness

age.
He believed on the Lord Jesus Christ,
was baptized in his name, continued steadfast
in the apostle’s doctrine, and died in the full
assurance of faith. He labored zealously in
the capacity of a lay preacher, giving his attention chiefly to destitute places,
S. D. CHURCH.

where she resid¥d, in the same

the kind now before
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it imparts.

ber

remarked

Gilt,

mediately;

and
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Spiritual Songs.
v
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes “is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of

and keeps the scalp cool, clean and
goft—under
which conditions; diseases of the scalp are impossible.
:
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the Vicor is
praised for its grateful and agreeable perfume,
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sume their original color. Its operation is sure
and harmless.
It cures dandruff, heals all humors

of

many and drew around her many friends. Her
and
long,
were
sufferings
though great
borne with Christian Pauiehces she desired to
live for the sake of
her family, but meekly
bowed tothe will of the Master. Funeral ser..
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Sample copies sent free.

surely restores its color, when faded or gray.
It
stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy cativity,
and preserves both the hair and is beauty. Thus
brashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, pliaable and strengthened ; lost hair grows with lively
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Medicated Prunes.

tive place, but: maintained
8 Christian character
until death and while combatting with the pri-

vations and hardships of-a' new

nts.

of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly. at the rate of

AYER’S HAIR VIGOR, by long and extensive usé;

church in Salford.
She was married to D. B.
French, Feb. 17, 1864; in 1868, they removed
to the State of [owa and about two years later
to Cloud Co., Kan., where she died.
She had
not united with any church after leaving her na-

genial nature and patience were

COLOR

Advancing years, sickness,

then

¥.

Yo

be equal to the best,

ment, and heredifray predispostion, all turn the
hair gray, and either of them incline it to shed prematurely.
i

MARY JANE, wife of D. B. French and
daughter of John and Lida Sibbald, died from
the effects of a cancer, Dec. 28, aged 36 years,
3 months and 22 days. Sister French was
born in Oxford, Ont., and when 16 years of
age gave her heart to God and was baptized by

Palmley

;

TERMS: 20 cents per copy in packages for the
‘| year, or 25 cents to single subscribers. 6 cents for
one copy.

AYER” HAIR VIGOR,

business with as much compostire #3 he would
to leave his home.
He gave the most n¥inute:
direction in regard-to his funeral services; and
rejoiced that his departure was near at hand.
Bro. B. was intimately and earnestly associated
with the work of the people of his choice.
He had been a subscriber and reader of the
Star from its commencement, esteeming it as
second to the Bible only. [lis wife remains to
mourn her Joss.
P.

-Eld.
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on monI CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
ey sent.
.
ENOWN AS EDISON'S POLYFORM IS
Sample copies sent free.
MADE ACCORDING TO FORMULA DE8. 8S. Quarterly.
ViSED AND USED BY MYSELF.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for three months, dictionary,
- THOMAS A. ERISON.
|' maps and various other helps. Itis intended:

that chureh until one of the same order was
organized at Willow Springs. when he united
with it, and a short time after this; a church
being organized at Fayette, he and Mrs. Bartlett (who had been a co-worker with him
in the past), became members of this, and continued such until death took him to join the
the church in heaven,
He-was always a very
|decided Christian; never fearing to do or say
what he thought was right; He was perfectly

the church

power in

RHEUMATISM;

first F.,B. church organized in this part of the
country, at York Prairie, and seldom failed to
attend all the meetings of the church—a dis-

generous,

li
pa Vees
e
1ike § dren, and who

with

Forthecure of Kidney Complaints of eithe>

NEHEMIAH BARTLEYT dled at his residence

in Garland, Me., in 1811, he

(No 2 alike.)

Bros.,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

for the cure of

will, at all times and under all cironm -

stances, act in harmony

govern the female system,

misses her, but not many days hence, through

profession until death. To him the sanctuary was a fuvored place, and seasons of devotion his delight.
In his contributions for

‘try equal in. merit to Bancroft's, nér a
‘Spanish history that’ could match Pres.
0 Sot, Ho looked he world over and se-

Xe

one son the blow falls most heavily, and the
church of which she was a member most sadly

m Willow Springs, Wis., Oct., 24, 1830.

Clinton

N. H C. C
N
B Best Business College
=
fl...
U.y
IN. Il. in New England. “Send’
for Casslogtie to New Hampton Commercial Colfege, New Hampton, New
Hampshire.

Prof. THOMAS A. EDISON,

GION IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS SY §TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION, THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE,I8
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.

fever. ~Upont her husband, four daughters and

by her side among the redeemed.

e

26teow3s
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as in the com-

we hope

& Lit’g. Cards,

10c,
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|.

and was always steong, giving her. influence
and a welcome place among Christ's true dis-

grace,

on,

10e. 20
@Gilt-Edge
0., North Haven, Ct.

the denomination of her choice.
The current
of her Christian life moved with an even flow,

the power of divine

Name

§Lanassape,

STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE IS radical and en=
tire. Itstrengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE

to the F. B. denomination, of which she remained a faithful and worthy member until
death.
While possessing a broad Christian
charity, she never faltered in her loyalty to

well

=

\

ORIN

THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
| AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND

was a native of Marion Co., early in life congsecrated herself to Christ, and bécame attached

In her family as

h.

i

5 0 All Gold, Chromo

;

The Positive Cure

S1STER ELIZABETH,
wife of William Riley,

she held a strong religious influence,
family of five children, three have alpublicly confessed Christ.
Sister R.
patiently about three weeks, of typhoid

icl

0 Lithographed Chromo Cards, no 2 alike,
10c. Name in fancy type. CONN. CARD CoO.,
orthford, Ct.
lyddeow

For all Female Complaints.

died near Larue, Marion Co., O , Oct. 9, 1880,
aged 49 years, 6 mouths and 6 days. Sister R.

munity
Out of a
ready
suffered

ash-

Aes

Mig Gor 153 Minto MORE

26144

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

mourn their loss.
Funeral services at the
residence of his son-in-law, H. W. Smith, in
Hopkinton, conducted by Rev. J.
LeBosquet,
Congregationalist;
after which the remains
were entombed,
for the present,in the cemetery at Campton.
°
A. J. EASTMAN.

ciples.

Co.

a

\

|

members of .the church at West. Campton,

achine

Back or Side Ache, Ner-

in Hopkinton,

in West

mn;
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SCIATICA,

him in early manhood, to the decision of yieldwith

y

8 Samples
and Catalogue of best sell. - 3

to |

ing his heart to Christ. He was baptized Keb.
20,
, by Rev, B.F. McMurphy, and united

to

inven
vergver. invented:
Whiill
with HEEL and TOE .

ixigton St... Boston, Mass.

tached to the Deople of her choice.
Next to
the Bible the
Morning
Star was ber chosen
companion, that guided her footsteps in the
Christian pathway.
She was
an
earnest
Christian, a devoted companion and faithful
mother.
She met the grim messenger with

Mass., Dec. 5, 1880, aged 63 years and 4 months.
The earnest prayers of a faithful mother led

school, and the case has been carried into

the primary

did much

lighten the burdens of pain; and in many other
homes, into which her cheerful face and pleasant werds often brought sunshine, she will be
sincerely mourned, as well as by the Sundayschool of which she was a beloved and constant
member... May the sorely afflicted parents,
brother and sister find comfort in the thought
that while Jennie can not come to them, they
may go to her.
H.J.
W.

sin in

illustrious contemporaries. He could not
“hape to write a history of his own coun-

ected Holland, Holland whose

general

»

"EVERYWHERE

ne.

complete, in 20 minutes. It will also knita great
variety of fancy work, for which there is always a.
pady market. Send for Siroulas and Jers < the

was always active,ever winning the love of her
class. She was among the first to organize the
Ladies’ Aid Society, which did very efficient
service in helping to erect the F. B. house
of worship on Stony Fork. ° For about twenty
years her health had been poor, vet she was
always cheerful and happy, ever resting in
God’s
promises. She was a worthy member

~ @bitmaries.

ever since. He

Baneroft, but he had the good sense not
'to wenture into the same fields with
his

’

knit a pair of stockngs

prayer and her exhortations were always
warm and gpirited.
In Sabbath-school she

together. It surely must be the: best remedy
for a Cough,
;

have refused the daughter and niece of a

colored man leave to attend

Appleton Chapel are required to attend
morniug
prayers at least tour times a
Motley was not to be known, however,
week on the average throughout the year.
as a great novelist, but rather as a his- “The ban is taken off of Sor societies so
torian. If he had pressed on in the field far as no longer to require a copy of their
“of
jon, he might have won great fame constitution and by-laws to “te deposited
;
Freshmen must get
at last, or he might have falled a§ many with the. registrar.
forty per cent. in every course to be conothers have done.
But in his chosen ditioned.
field he proved himself equal to the best,
The Young Ladjes’ Bible College is a
and his histories will rensath’ to the end large
and prominent department of the
«of time, monuments’ jn that department Binghampton Ladies’ College, N. Y.,
«of literature.
Fo
with a Faculty of eighteen Professors and
:
Motley was doubtless stimulated in Instructors, and twelve outside Lecture‘hie eareer by the success of Prescott and

»

A

WARS, LYDIAE. PINKHAN,

“Arrangements have been made for the
reception of Jews at Harrow.
Hitherto
ers as a writer. He had now a secure Clifton was the only great English pubfoothold in literature, and he wrote regu+ lic school where special provisions were
made for Jewish boys.” From its proxlarly for many of the leading reviews.
imity to London, Harrow is better suited
‘The ambitious young man
had not to the needs of the Jewish conimunity
forgotten the failure of his first novel, than any other.
‘and in 1848 he laid out the plot for anothThe morals of the public schools are un‘er, and proceeded to work it up at his dergoing investigation in various places in
leisure. He selected a historical theme, New York. . In one eitya club was found
and the period was an interesting one. to exist in the'high school for the purchase of obscene literature. - Teachers
But the characters portrayed are gloomy complain almost universally of lying and
the

and

AGENTS. WANTE

one year after, her marriage she sought and
found the Saviour, had ever since been an earnest Christian ‘Worker.
She was fervent in

RS.

tentionof the puplic to his superior pow-

only

Bible

with scoffers

A merchant down town sells more of Dr.
Bulls Cough Syrup than all other medicines

exam-

was this paper that first attracted the at-

ones, and

in.

exercise

ining data, and-composing his work. In
11856 ¢* The rise of the Dutch Republic,”
PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries .should be holy triumph, saying, ‘This is not hard dying,
appeared simultaneously at London and BRIEF and for the public. For the ‘éxcess over it is sweet
to die so. Jesus is with me and I
am going home to meet parents and friends
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by perNew York.
:
who have gone on before.”
She leaves a
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
The work made a grand furore, al- 18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy companion, ‘three children and a large circle
of relatives to mourn their loss. Funeral sermost equal to Prescott’s ‘ History of Fer- ‘at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight vices by Rev. D. A. Pope.
CoM.
dinand and Isabella.” The
glowing | words. VERSES are inadmissible,
brilliancy of the style, the graphic descripJENNIE MAY, daughter of E. -F.-and.,8.
Aw§
tions, the erudition, and probably not: Sawyer, died in Bath, Me., Dec. 20, 1880,. aged.
least, the freshness of the subject, put the 13 years and 3 months. Naturally of a sweet
disposition and pleasant manner, she won the
work upon an equality with. the leading hearts of all who- knew her; ‘and they were
histories of the world. It was translated many, as the bountiful floral ofterings beneath
which her lovely form rested in death, plainly
into Dutchat Amsterdam ; German trans- testified. Her absence will be deeply mourned |
her late home, especially by her mother, to
lations were published at Leipsic and inwhom
in feeble health she was a real compan- |

German teachers. Another year he spent ‘was opened in 1816, sends out a statement which is partly historical and partly .
in travel, chiefly in Italy, and then he a plea for, first, the completion of the
returned home and began the study of endowments of the professorships ; second,
law. In -1836 he was admitted to the an increase of the general - fund to meet
other current expenses ; third, a new enbar, and his prospects seemed settled.
But the young man who had read nov- dowment for a permanent chair of instruction in New Testament Greek.
:
els and history and poetry in boyhood,
The
School
Board
of
San
Francisco
has
soon found that he had little taste for the
recently made a rule declaring vacant the
prosy business of writing legal docu- position of all female teachers who marments and arguing civil or criminal ry while employed in the schools.
cases. After a year's practice he retired
The.school-anthoMities in Philadelphia

‘“¢* Morton’s Hope,

‘daily drill

ing, religious meetings,
Christian work.
Es

The next five years he spent

tion was also made in
‘setts, which State may well be called the burg.
:
mother ‘of historians, as Parkman and
Mr. Motley's second
Samuel Elliot also were born within its History of the United
limits. . He came into the world fourteen ‘the Death of Willian
years after Bancroft and seven after Hil- Twelve Year's Truce,
dreth, and first saw the light at Dorches- 1867, in four volumes.
ter, on an April day. He attended school continuation of Dutch
at his native town, and uuder private

of thirteen made his mark

Unfolding,

Tactics, “ Sword”

4

COLBY.

ht

close communion

he was unable to find at home

all the authorities necessary for the thorvugh

more than Hildreth & Bancroft.’

ble

NR NN §

EMINENT AMERICAN AUTHORS,
. JOHN

chosen,

| he began to collect materials. He sat and opposers, daily training in the Condown to the work in earnest, and by 1830 duct of meetings, the application of Comhe had written enough to form two vol | mon Sense to Bible reading, Bible teach-
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* President Hayes has sent a message to Congress, transmitting the report of the commis-.
the removal of the Ponca tribe of Indians to.
- the Indian Territory. While taking to himself his share of responsibility for the wrongs
to the Indians, the President makes it * easy”
for Secretary Schurz and concurs in the recommendations of the commission:
Concerning the general Indian policy for the future he

the

is at white
ih

for the American

heat

In them

scientific

upporting and capable

of

ivilized communitigs.

be

gelf- ff

self-protection

“in

-

2

The Indians should have .a

fair

from

were burned

with suitable safeguards for their benefit.
“4,

With these prerequisites

the

|

invested

with the rights and charged with the responsibilities of #citizenship. ' Nething
should be
left undone to show to the Indians that the
government of the United States regards their
rights-as equally sacred with those of its citizeps., Thetime has’ come when the policy
should be to place the Indians, as rapidly as
possible, on the same footing with the other
permanent inhabitants of the country.”

and

bathing

80 feet
conve-

Jan. 31st. ~ Since

then

another

Legislature of that State:

Over 4,000

dead

were found

while apidlir line, of which but 146
unbuilt, will be only 270 miles.

miles,

miles

The Flood in California.

.
of

a pension

tola, on Soquel creek, four miles from Santa
Cruz, has béen washed out to sea, only four
houses being left of the town. No lives lost.

Am jce-dealer in Maine offers to fill orders
from New York for frozen pond water at the
low price of 40 cents a ton.

* At Oroville the railroad is submerged a long
distance.
At Windsor, Sonora county, thirteen inches of rain fell in seventy hours. Much
damage is sustainedby the people in that vicinity. From other places in the northern
part of the State come almost incredible acs
counts of the amount: of rainfall during the
‘storm, Eight Chinamen, cutting timber on

- The Canadian House of Commons has passed

Pacific

Coast

ing to the conduct of the Irish members in ob-

a first,

bill.

Meetings of the Land League continue to be
held throughout the Emerald Isle. The authorities have issued instruetions to the royal
Irish constabulary to adopt unusual precautionary measures in view of the disturbed state
of the country.
It is intended to materially
increase the strength of the horse police. An
arrangement will shortly be carried out by
which bodies of police will be stationed at distances of from ten to twelve miles or under, so
‘that in the event of the telegraph wires being"
interfered with, communication may be kept
up between the various parts of the country.
All the public buildings,the residences of many
officials and the railway stations,in Londor,are
closely watched.
Michael Davitt, one of Parnell’s colleagues, was, in 1870, sentenced to fifteen years’ penal servitude for treason and felony, and was released on a ticket-of-leave in
1877. Davitt was arrested, last Thursday, in a
breach of the conditions of his ticket-of-leave
in connection with his association with the
Land Leagve,
He has yet to serve between
seven and eight years of his sentence.

Over 7,000 bills have

severe weather of the present

that

the

season ‘did

not

A family of seven persons,

troops have been sent
from Sierra Leone,

ing at

forty

degrees

below

the

zero

point

among our Canadian friends directly north of
here. The theory that the climate of Canada
and New England is gradually becoming milder, certainly bas little encouragement in the
, rigors of the present season.
Latest News.

The extensive wholesale house of the Greely
Burnham Grocery Company and two buildings adjoining, in Bt. Louis, Mo,, were de
stroyed by fire on Saturday, the property loss

near

to enrich the ground; and
the

were

wigwams.,

carried

There

in

to Cape Coast

oughly dried, it was

the

unhusked

husked, shelled, and

packed

in large birch-bark hoxes, which were buried
the ground, below the action
of the frost.
When

the Indians

in

cooked this dried corn, it was

soaked in ley until the hull came off, then dried
, again, pounded in a wooden mortar, and called
‘‘ nausamp,” which was boiled with venison fat
and a bit of dried salmon to give it flavor.

hominy—was

~* Omo-

the dried corn,

simply

cracked in a stone mortar, and then boiled; while
‘‘suppaun ” was the cern meal, sifted through a
basket, and then mixed with water, and baked into cakes on heated flat stones.
The warriors and
hunters, however, when away from home, subsist:
ed upon simple parched corn, a supply of which
they carried with them.
Roger Williams speaks

with near two hundred Indi-

te——

An earthquake shock was felt in parts of
Ulster and
Orange counties, New
York,
Thursday morning; alsoin portions of Peunsylvania.
:

As in almost every other farm operation, machinery-is taking the place of hand labor in drying
apples, and the result is the abolition of those deXatherings and all those blissful

accompa-

place is filled
immense parers, corers, and slicers run by steam-power, and evaporators, which

swallow up the fruit by the bushel. As illustrat.
ing the magnitude of the business of drying fruit
as now carried on, it is interesting to note the fact
that one firm at Rochester, N. Y., dries 400 bushels

A Paris correspondent of the London

News

sends this grim story: A Russian sailor, named
Ivapoff, on board the frigate Edinburg, in
Cherbourg barbor, having struck an officer,
was sentenced to death, taken three miles out
+ sea, in order to be - beyond French jurisdic-

0 n, and banged to the yard-arm,

|

Congressional.

féct

to

take

the

resolution

merely

an ex-

Tay or the Eads’ shin rail
scheme. On
.-{ the Senate-veoted
extend an invitation to the
ay
i
vernment
and
people
of
France to atiend thie
rg are well provisioned,——M
} Da- ‘Yorktown centennial eclebration
next,
vitt bus been transferred from Milbank
prison | and ap) ropriated $20,000 to defray intheOctober
expenses of
and will probably be the v tors. The House
e Senate r4soitoP ortland in Dorsetshire
su

at Pretoris,

leased as soon as the present ‘excitement

lutions
re;
}

rling

for President and

the count of the electoral votes
Vice President.

i

tax

of

to

years

my. back,

Boulevard

35 Barclay

evaporator holds thirty bushels, yielding
avout
five pounds of dried fruit per bushel. About seven hours are required to
dry the apples.— Mirror

and Farmer.

stomach have troubled
me so

out it.
J.D.Fredenburgh,

&

to Ger-

many has been found very profitable.
About
per cent. of the hogs die on the voyage.
them

lay.

1t

must

not

It is said by careful men that it is most profitable to grow, for beef those animalg that can be
Greater age will

give

increased cost.
which apply to the breedthe growing of grain.
In
is found an heredity, and a

variation following a disturbance of lineage
disturbance-of environments.
-

ar

a

fralian scoured four and a halt pounds and. the

American eight and'a half pounds.
The former
was valued at $4.30, and the latter at $3.12,
The excessive dry summer and autumn of last
year, combined with the fact that now the ground
has so far been well covered with snow, will _no
doubt add greatly to the fertility of the soil, and
other things being favorable we may reasonably
expect good crops.

The growing importance of the dairy and its
products has enlisted some of the most able scien-

oy]

annually.—An

being made to introduce the

i
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If farmers could employ more

capital

they

|, would have better implements and better cultivation.
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their moderate
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cr two plants-of each sort.

Six plants of the hardiest

and most

prolific |

wine; or two of each.
5. Six plants of the hardiest
blackberry—Taylor's
Prolific

and most prolific
and Snyder; or

:

three of each.
6. Two strong grapevines of any of the follewing: Concord,
Hartford, Ives, Isabella, Catawba,
or Rogers’ 4 or 15 or 19; or one vine of the WorTwo

In hard or soft water,

strong, well-rooted Roges—most beauti-

8. One Halleanna Honeysuckle—the most beantiful sort grown, having a mass of flowers, white
and yellow, for six to eight weeks in the gpring.
and filling the air with its delicions ‘perfume, and
Boling its green foliage until spring, thus making

it a splendid screen.
9.

10.

SAVES

Ten papers choicest

Flower

Seed,

SOAP, and

TIME

and LABOR

AMAZINGLY,

and is rapidly coming into general use. Sold by all
Grocers ; but beware of vile counterfeits. Its
great success brings out dangerous imita~

$..

One pound of the Grange potato—one

WITHOUT

without danger to the finest fabric.

ful and hardy sorts.

of

the

that

all

most productive and finest sorts grown.

;

FOR WASHING AND CLEANSQNG

den’s Seedling—similar to the Concord every way,
but two weeks earlier.
7.

TET

tions, but PEARLINE

Always bears the name of

is the only safe article.

James Pyle,

New York.

{|

responsible seedsmen charge $1.00 for.
11. One back bound volume of * Purdy’s Fruit

Recorder.

:

12. “ Purdy’s (64 page) Small Fruit Instructor,”
which tells how to plant and grow all kinds of
small Traits, plahs for drying-holises, -hot-beds

‘and greenhouses, illustiated with: valudble draw: i
ings on nearly every page. - . =
PR
The FRUIT RECORDER AND COTTAGE GARDENER
is a 16-page monthly
to the subjects of

paper, exclusively

fruits,

flowers

and is edited and managed
life-long practical grower.
Thus, for the sum

by

and

A.

M,

a

Palmyra,

i

valuable

fruit and flower paper, with the Morning Star,
and one of the above .numbers, postpaid.
The
prize number must be ordered at the same
time the papers are subscribed for.
A specimen
number of the RECORDER may be obtained by ad.
dressing A. M. PURDY,
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wherever introduced has’ superseded all, other treatments, In short; such is its intrinsic merit and super
ority, thatit is now the only recognized reliable remedy,
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New Mfsic Books.

in future as they have in the past, we shall
have to buy ten gross a month.
Respectfully yours,
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists, Portland «Me.

tivated in jute each year in India, employing
1,350,000 persons in its culture and in the manu.
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in
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once setin a wash-tub and made in a sort of
guese-work style, is pow manufactured in every
department on scientific ‘principles.
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feed a cow of small milking capacity
economy.
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rich milk.
2
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Ihave heen unable]

feel like a colt.

(From the American

turned off at two years old.

239

ful ever since, until after consuming three bottles
of D.R. V.G.
1am well now, 69 years old, and

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

weight, but at a much
The same principles
ing of cattle applyto
both seed and animal
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GOOD AS GOLD-
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Ten years ago, while gathering ice, I strained
my back and took cold, urination has been pain-
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kidneys

OR

ty, and induce luxuriant growth, and its occasion:
al useis all that is needed to preserve it in its

not one fatal case in a thousand would occur if
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cue was taken
in time.
By all means try it.
2t6

For three

HYMN
SERVICE
i
NO. 2.
?

i;
GRAY

at the Lowest Price,

It requires only a few applications to restor
gray hair to its youthful color and lustrous beau-

MANUFACTORIES

Die
of consumption,

If you want the Best Book
’
get

its natural youthful

114 & 116 Southampton

from diseased kidneys than

CHOOT,
ONIN GS:

Sold by all'Druggists, $1.25 Per Bottle.

3.

through the winter or in early spring, or will send
the two papers one year, without the prize gifts,
for $2.60.
5
No. 1. Six plants each of the two new famous
seedling strawberries, Longfellow and Warren.

Twelve Hubbard par-

hair,

highest pefection and ‘beauty. DANDRUFF
quickly and permanently removed.

sions of power.

More People

D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

It is so cheap that pernons desiring new. songs in
leaflet form can afford to cut songs from it and.
paste them into other books.
130 Songs bound in Stiff Paper Covers,
Only $10 per 100 ; 15 cents each by mail.

es to determine whether they should passively
assist the railroads in securing any further exten-

ers and slicers, each of which requires two girls to
tend it, are used. Before it is dried the fruit is
bleached in fumes of burping sulphur, which
whiteas
it without affecting the taste,
Each

to 30 cents per 100 pounds.

pression of the opinion of - this Congress on
by a French
the subjects to which it relates, and deprives
experimenter to a pressure of three hundred tons,
it of any binding force or effect. The finance comreducing it to one-fourth its originalbu’k. A por' aggregating $500,000,.—The consolidation of mittee of the Senate has reported the refunding
tion of it was then placed in cans and sealed, the
the three telegraph. companies was ratified
bill sent up by the House, amended 80 as Lo stand
same being done with some uhpressed flour.
A
as follows : *‘ The
Secretary of the Treasury is hereat
a megug
of the Western Union Company
yéar afterward the cans were opened, when the
by authorized to i8sue bonds to an amount not ex.
in New
York on Saturday.
eral Eckert ceeding $400,000,000
of the denomination of $50, or unpressed flour was found to be spoiled, while the
some multiplgi dof that sum, which ghall bear -in- pressed was in excellent preservation.
was elected a director, vice-president and genterest at the rate of* 3); per centum per annum,
eral manager of the company. In an interview,
payable semi-annually, redeemable at the pleasure | Too many farmers manifest a degree of conJay Gould has said that the purpose of the of the United States after five years, and payable tempt for the smaller products of the farm, partwenty years from the date of issue; and also
combination is to give cheap telegraphy to the Treasury
ticularly those cultivators who arc engaged in
notes to an amount not exceeding $300,people by land and sea, and he promises a 000,000, in denominations or $10 or some multiple raising large quantities of wheat, corn,or who
md system of international telegraphs, with |, of this sum not exceeding $1,000, either registeied are largely enguged in the dairy business. As a
consequence, there
is often a lack. of vegeigbles
ew York us a center.——The
House Inter- “or coupon, bearing juterest at a rate not exceed n
33% per certum per.annum, payable pedis
§ upon such Jams, with perhaps a shoft supply
Sceanic canal committee has decided to report ly.
redeemable at the pleasure of the United States
combined often with a complete
‘favorably the Eads ship railway bill to Con- after one year, and payable in ten years from the 0neglect8, ofhoney,
small fruits.
.
gress.
It provides for the indorsement by the date of issue.” The restrictive provisions are the
government of $50,000,000 bonds having
fifteen same as previously stated. The Senate has passed “City men feed hay for a differént purpose than
to’ send a vessel
yearsto run and bearing six per cent. interest. a bill appropriating $175
~ About thirty-five hundred square miles of in search of the missing A ic steamer Jeannette. the farmer. The farmer feeds it for its nutriment
as a principal food, while the city man regards
House of
Representatives has receiv.
the Sacramento valley are-under water. The ‘The
ed a message from
© President Onova.
grain as the cheapest’ food, and only gives suffi.
aggregu! te of losses will be stupendous,~—The ing an%Sppropriation of $200,000
Sh.
for the
cient hay to make bulk in the stomach, and for the
© various railwa, Projects in.
Mexico are
pro- ment of na
stations on the American 1sthmus?
8
favo f y.—The British garrison at It is understood that the majority of the, House purpose of health. . Coarse, well-matured timothy

sons

a

he or she may select; postage prepaid on plants
and papers—plants to be sent in open spells

tific men

The Senate has adopted the resolution of Senater Morgan denying the power of the Vice-President to count the electoral vote, after attaching to
it an amendment proposed by Senator Hear, sett'ng forth the duty of Congress to speedily adopt a
plan to secure the due and orderly performance
of that
‘duty, which amendment
has
the ef-

chat fix

every twenty-four hours. Windfalls of good winter sorts are used, for which'the firm pays from 20

Alleghany College, Meadville, Penn., isin | Two Austtalian fleeces of, wool and two” Ameri.
can fleeces were scoured last Summer.’ The, Aus;
| an‘uproar. Three young wa¥ken bave been
suspended for refusing to remain in Boarding
Hall and the Senior Class, composed of young
men, have taken part in the insurrection -by
absenting themselves from recitations.

and Vanderbilt—ean

five-minutes’

raising {reight two cents a bushel, and do it according to law.” We leave it to the farming class-

immediately.

DRYING ‘APPLES.

To heavily
is very poor
good results
quantities of

Castle

Gould

in

$200,000,000 upon the'commerce of this country by

back-

be fed as a regular diet but in limited quantities
each day.
!

to

and

Greece’

$1.50,

Price,

dnd Rome.

Boston:

CHANGING

WHITE HAIR

on frames resembling the fish 1
flakes of our time, under which a smoldering fire to attend to business. Two bottlesof D. R.V.G,
have made me a well man. No one should be with:
of bark was kept up.
When the cofn was thor-

be fed to hens

Caneyville,

Pacific; Jay

8it down

Uniform with England, Germany, France,

COLOR and BEAUTY. IT IS NOT 4A DYE.

men—=Scott, of the Pennsylvania Central ; Garrett,
of the Baltimore and Ohio; Huntington, of the

Union

or _ falling

QUICKLY

drop and cover a half-dozen grains of corn. The
:
A Single Stone
~
land thus planted was guarded against the depra- 4
from a turing brook slew the giant Goliah, and
dations .of the birds, and as the corn grew the
earth was scraped around the stalks with clammillions of noble men:since that timé have died
shell hoes until the hills were nearly two feet high.
from a single stone in the bladder, which Warner’s
Generally the stalks grew eight or nine feet in
hight, bearing two ears each, and we are told Safe Kidney and Liver Cure would have dissolved
that there were eight rows, eath containing thirty
‘and carried away.
26
grains or over on an ear.
Early in September the
cars were plucked, leaving
the stalks and leaves

Charred corn is one of the best things which can

It bas been learned that Colonel Potter, of
the United States Geological
Survey, was
murdered some time ago by Mexicans.

old-fashioned

winter,” as the older inhabitants would say.
And there is no prospect of any considerable
break in this cold spell, for at Jatest accounts
very severe storms snd cold prevailed in the
northwest, which forebodes more of the same
in this section of tite covntry.
New York harbor has been blocked up with ice for several
days, and we learn of tbe thermometer ‘stand-

in the

The King of Ashaitee threatens war, and

come during the pist years of business depres-

a ‘real

been introduced

Ky., were murdered and the hous¢é burned
hide the crime.
ian

sion, for in spite of all efforts on the past of
the:weather prophets to dictate
contrarily,

we have had, so far,

white ash tree, the squaws would cultivate, or
rather root up, the fields with the flas shoulderblades of the moose, and then mark the future
hills by making small boles (about four feet apart)

lightful

U. 8. Congress the present session.

healt? +

poor.

of the
under-

Bible History.

BY MISS YONGE.

IS PERFECTION.

aded

a

cy of a few railroad kings, Senator Beck is reported as having said in a recent interview that
five

many generations, proving the excellence
ashes as a fertilizer for Indian corn.

———-

It St. Paul, Minn., Thursday, the wife and
two children of Tobias O. Chester were burned
to death in bed, the fire catching from a
lamp.
The
husband . was awakened
by
the intense heat, and in getting out of bed
upset a can of kerosene, which igrited and in
an justant the room was in a blaze.
He barely gscaped with his life.

The Irish Tarmoil.

The Weather.

nex

cool in large cakes. If it does not crystallize by
stirring, there is 100 much water in it, and .you
will have to put it back on the stove to boil for
a few minutes again. When you have got your
cakes of cool, hard candy, put them on the frames
-

Folks’

With 132 Illustrations.

NOTABLE EVENT[

|

the fire and set the dish in a basin of cold water,
and stir briskly until it begins to get white and
creamy.
Now pour on plates and let the sugar

over the bees.

Young

,4 Nebie Record: near Half a Century.
Established 1832.
Improved 1879.
The nature of the great improvement is
nts wonderful life-giving properties to

from

spring, twelve

up,

of having ‘traveled

For several w
the small-pox has been
raging with grea¥iatality in Jefferson, Union
Co., Dakota, at a settlement
about twelve
miles from Sioux city, Towa.
The settlement
consists mostly of French-Canadians, and it
has been quarantined.
There are said to be
600 cases under treatment.
i
;

Mr.

Gladstone introduceda resolution to prevent
obstruction on the grounds that the coercion
bill was urgent.
Great excitement and uproar ensued which only ended with Parnell
and all the other Home Rule members
(27)
being * suspended” and forcibly removed fronf™
the
Chamber by the sergeant-at-arms.

It has been fortunate for the

The

Remove

the

cleared

ans at once, near one hundred miles through the
woods, every man carrying a Jittle basket of this
at his back, enough to keep” him three or four
days.”
They call it ‘‘nokake.”

5

west Provinces of tha ©)ominion.

Irish memtactics, and

of the

be

the bill giving effect to the contract for the con-

The Princess Louise will return to her husband, the Governor General of Canada, in May,
and the two will join a large party of English
visitors in a fishing excursion on the lower St.
Lawrence.
The Princess will then, with her
English guests, visit Manitoba and the North-

structing the passage of the government’s coercion bill. - The House succeeded, on Wednesday mof'ning, at 9.30 o’cleck, after a continuous session of forty-two hours, in defeating
the

prevented
a second reading

to

soil.

By the bursting of the dam of a large reserniments Kndwn as paring-bees, at which our fathvoir Franktown, Nev., consisting of a cluster of ers and mothers did their courting. The shoehouses, was swept away, but no lives were knife, the long darning-needle and the apple-frame
no longer constitute drying machinery, and their
lost.

Unprecedented scenes have occurred in the
British House of Commons the past week, ow-

obstruetionists, and the bill was read

was

of the

struction of the Pacific railway.

ical garden at 155th street,

British Parliament.

time. At Thursday’s session the
bers resumed their obstructive

field

about five; minutes.

!

Hair Restorer | gine
UNDAY

time

As an illustration of how completely the value of
our surplus agricultural products are at the mer-

products

squaws would take their hatchets (made of sharp.
ened stone) and girdle the trees by bruising off a

nee”—our

The attempt to make a zoological collection
at Central Park, New York city, has proved a
failure, and land has been secured for a zoolog-

near Dougherty’s Mill, were buried alive by
half a mile of mountain sliding down.
Eight- een were employed and but ten escaped.
The

i

Great hostility to the Tebuantepec railroad
enterprise is shown by certain persons in Mexico
and one of the contractors has been shot and
dangerously wounded by an unknown assassin.

Railroad,

new

baskets to
COTIr Was

$1,000 a year to Mr. Alfred R. Wallace, in
recognition of hiseminent services as a natural-

the line of the South

a

to eat the

Great care was taken by the Indians to select
the -best corn for seed, and they had four distinct
varieties—the white, the red, the yellow and the
black—which were kept carefully apart. In toe
spring, when the leaves bezan lo appear on the

:

The heavy rainfall in California continued
during last week, and the property damage is
calculated by millions of dollars. Camp Capi-

Ist.

When

used by
of wood

inside

:

Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild.
Queen Victoria has granted

refused

wife caught in some adjacent stream, or & horseshoe crab from the seashore, and on this fertilizer

_ The Empress Eugenie’s English home at
Camden Place is shortly to be occupied by

are

never

with a rude hoe, the blade of which was a layge
clam-shell. Into each hill they would put an ale-

trial of Cadet Whittaker by court-martial
The distance
which has to be | IT The
Grand
| improgresy in New York...

NB.

traveled over at present, by way of the
Trunk, between the two cities, is 760

the

savage lords of the soil scorned tillage as does a
modern shop-boy, and passed their time in fight.
inz, or in
fishing, or 1n bunting—although they

until it boils

the
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ise
free,
Address Daniel asses:
F. Beatt
Washington, NX: J.
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WORLD'S

preparing sugar for feeding bees: To four
one quart of boiling
heat over a brisk fire, stirring all

ol

Mrs.
S. A. Allen's

quarts of white sugar add
water;

.
on
a

WORLD.

any

——
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farmin;
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—
.

without
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A correspondent hands us the following. meth:

periments, but I do contend ' that neithér is of
mach account if unattended with practical ability,
common sense and honest hard work.”
!
farms and farmers will be found interesting ;
Women were the aboriginal farmers, for

:

i

bad consequences, should not always be accepted
as a proof that the meat was harmless, for others
Tight eat from the same animal and death be the
result...
}

chemistry or scientific ex-

The following abstract from his sketch of Indian

old,
other

from diseased animals, and escaped

I do not propose to cast ai

agricultural

J

:

:

public should always insist upon proofs, never in?)
such cases being satisfied with bare statements.
Even the fact that persons may have eaten meat

not appear to

brush, the ashes would leave the soil mellow and
in fine condition. A field thus cleared would be

** Whereas, tobacco

Tekkes

upon

soil.

do

while the flames consumed the dead giants
forest, and the heat killed the roots of the

smoke is very offensive fo
any persons, we
the undersigned, adult citizens of Washington
Co.. hereby petition that you enact a law prohibiting smoking at any public meéting of any
kind, and in the house or hall where the meeting is to be held on the day of the meeting.”

the fortress of Geok-Tepe.

of the

colleges

1881.

rat

unwholesome until proved.
to the contrary,and the

He. says:

months after heaping dry limbs and leaves around
the decayed trunks, they would apply fire, and

The Roman Catholic clergy of Boston have
united iran address to the priests and. people
of Ireland endorsing the land league principles,
and favoring peace and civic order..2 fa. |

Another step in the direction of reform by
legal methods is’ proposed in Maine. The
| following petition has been presented to the

For some time past the Southeastern Railway, which is chiefly owned by Boston capitulists, and of which the Hon. Bradley Barlow
of Vermont is President, has been making active exertions to extend its line both east and
west.
[tlately purchased the Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Co.’s line of 63 miles,
which gives it now 300 miles of road.
It has
undertaken a new enterprise, which is no less
than an air line between Montreal
and St.

agricultural

wide circle of the bark.

The injunction asked for, restraining the
Western Union, American Union and Atlantic
and Pacific Telegraph Companies from consolidating, has been denied.
The agreement
entered into by the companies has been ratified
at a meeting of the stockholders.
:

Proposed Inter-Provincial Air Line.

_Jobn

#00 feet long,

decks,

$200,000 fire bas occurred in the same city.

secured,

' Indians should be made citizens and

slur

Itis proposed in New York to build agrand
floating palace,” to be permanently moored off

Itistobe

the

vators

The Beth Eden Baptist church, Horticulturalhall, and several dwellings, in Philadelphis,

pensation for their lands not required for individual allotments,
the amount to be invested

agriculture.

have distinguished themselves as successful cui

wide, with three
niences below.

com-

in

There was a reduction of $7,382,167.71 in the
national debt during the month of January.

the Battery.

“2.
Lands shouldbe allotted to Indians in
severalty, inalienable for.a certain period. -

education

9,

It is fair to presume on s#nitary grounds that
meat from animals in any way diseased is always

considerably in agricultural

X
B

ccomplished
at
five
ix
years
might
be Wer
made as profitable oar
as any
:4
of business.
:
:
arn

Cultivator on agricultural topics.

indulges

Professor Nordenskjold is building a ship in
which to sail for the north pole next year.

fund of $250,.

The Indians should be prepared -fors “ An English steamer, bound from Balboa to
citizenship by giving to their young’ of both Middlesborough, foundered at sea and thirteen
sexes that industrial and general education
persons on board were drowned.

to

FARMERS.

‘“ Thousands and thousands of acres of the national domain have been donated by Congress for
the establishment of agricultural colleges, and
several States have made liberal appropriations
for thqge institutions, But thus far the graduates

The New York General Grant
000 bas all been subscribed. °

1.

which is requisite to enable them

he

hs

sueee tieuiv
n producing
much weight from
Ho
ve tofnyas Bahr
Jhey ancould
anmal at we and three years of age as. was Jormer-

.

history. His first article he prefaced by a discus_g10n upon thie usefulness of * fancy” farming and

More of Sitting Bull's tribe have surrendered,
leaving only 60 lodges with him. _

following
-

AND

rp

et

seed they used they might increase their crops

Ben. Perley Poore is writing a Sorted of articles

The temperance discussion
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